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equivalent PLMNs and other information. It may be provided by the MME at context setup over the S1 interface, and
may be updated by the MME during S1 Handover, and when sending NAS Downlink messages.
NOTE:

In case of GWCN network sharing scenario, the roaming and access restriction information should always
be provided by the MME to the eNBs.

Upon receiving the roaming and access restriction information for a UE, the eNB shall store it and thereafter it should
use it to determine whether to apply restriction handling for subsequent mobility action for which the eNB provides
information about the target of the mobility action towards the UE, e.g., handover and CCO, if applicable [17] [23]. If
the roaming and access restriction information is not available at the eNB, the eNB shall consider that there is no
restriction for subsequent mobility actions.
Only if received via S1 signalling or X2 signalling, the roaming and access restriction information for a UE shall be
propagated by the source eNB over X2 at intra E-UTRAN handover. For the case when the X2 handover results in a
change of serving PLMN (to an equivalent PLMN), the source eNB shall replace the Serving PLMN with the identity of
the target PLMN and move the Serving PLMN to the equivalent PLMN list, before propagating the roaming and access
restriction information.
SCG selection for DC at the MeNB is based upon roaming and access restriction information. If the roaming and access
restriction information is not available at the MeNB, the MeNB shall consider that there is no restriction for the SCG
selection. In case of RAN sharing scenarios, the MeNB selects the serving PLMN ID of the SCG and provides it to the
SeNB.

10.5

Mobility to and from CSG and Hybrid cells

10.5.0

Principles for idle-mode mobility with CSG cells

10.5.0.1

Intra-frequency mobility

Intra-frequency mobility in idle mode in the presence of CSG member cells is based on cell ranking and reselection
using the "best cell principle": For cell ranking and reselection, the UE may ignore all CSG cells that are known by the
UE not to be CSG member cells.

10.5.0.2

Inter-frequency mobility

For cell ranking and reselection, the UE should prioritize CSG member cells irrespective of normal network configured
frequency priorities.

10.5.0.3

Inter-RAT Mobility

Inter-RAT inbound mobility to E-UTRAN CSG cells is also supported by a UE autonomous search when the UE is
camped on a RAT other than E-UTRAN. The UE requirements are defined in the specifications of the concerned RAT.

10.5.1
10.5.1.1

Inbound mobility to CSG cells
RRC_IDLE

Cell selection/reselection to CSG cells is based on a UE autonomous search function. The search function determines
itself when/where to search, and need not be assisted by the network with information about frequencies which are
dedicated to CSG cells.
To assist the search function on mixed carriers, all CSG cells on mixed carriers broadcast in system information a range
of PCI values reserved by the network for use by CSG cells. Optionally also non-CSG cells on the mixed carrier can
send this information in system information. The reserved PCI range is only applicable to the frequency of the PLMN
where the UE received this information. The UE considers the last received reserved range of PCI values for CSG cells
to be valid for a maximum of 24 hours within the entire PLMN. UE’s use of the received PCI split information is UE
implementation dependent.
NOTE:

In shared NW scenario, aligned PCI ranges are beneficial in the shared carrier frequency across the
involved PLMNs. Furthermore, in deployments where cells broadcast different primary PLMN (with or
without multiple PLMN IDs), it is beneficial that CSG and non-CSG cells will broadcast same PCI ranges.
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UE checks the suitability of CSG cells (identified by the 1 bit indicator) based on the CSG whitelist in the UE (provided
by upper layers). Only CSG member cells are considered suitable.
The automated searching for the CSG cells by the UE shall be disabled by the search function, if the CSG whitelist
configured in the UE is empty.
In addition, manual selection of CSG cells is supported.
Cell selection/reselection to CSG cells does not require the network to provide neighbour cell information to the UE.
The neighbour cell information can be provided to help the UE in specific cases, e.g. where the network wishes to
trigger the UE to search for CSG cells.
Cell Reselection between CSG member cells is based on normal cell reselection procedure.

10.5.1.2

RRC_CONNECTED

While the UE is in RRC_CONNECTED state, the UE performs normal measurement and mobility procedures based on
configuration provided by the network.
The UE is not required to support manual selection of CSG IDs while in RRC_CONNECTED state.
Handover to a HNB/HeNB follows the framework of UE assisted network controlled handover as described in 10.1.2.1.
Handover to a HNB/HeNB is different from the normal handover procedure in four aspects:
1. Proximity Estimation: in case the UE is able to determine, using autonomous search procedures, that it is near a
CSG member cell, the UE may provide to the source eNB an indication of proximity. The proximity indication
may be used as follows:
-

If a measurement configuration is not present for the concerned frequency/RAT, the source eNB may
configure the UE to perform measurements and reporting for the concerned frequency/RAT.

-

The source eNB may determine whether to perform other actions related to handover to HNB/HeNBs based
on having received a proximity indication (for example, the source eNB may not configure the UE to acquire
system information of the HNB/HeNB unless it has received a proximity indication).

2. PSC/PCI Confusion: due to the typical cell size of HNB/HeNBs being much smaller than macro cells, there can
be multiple HNBs/HeNBs within the coverage of the source eNB that have the same PSC/PCI. This leads to a
condition referred to as PSC/PCI confusion, wherein the source eNB is unable to determine the correct target cell
for handover from the PSC/PCI included in the measurement reports from the UE. PSC/PCI confusion is solved
by the UE reporting the global cell identity of the target HNB/HeNB.
3. Access Control: if the target cell is a hybrid cell, prioritization of allocated resources may be performed based
on the UE’s membership status. Access control is done by a two step process, where first the UE reports whether
the target cell is a CSG member cell based on the UE’s CSG whitelist, and then the network verifies the reported
status. When the UE has an emergency call the MME allows inbound mobility to CSG cells even if the access
control fails as specified in TS 23.401[17].
4. PLMN Selection: If the target cell is a shared CSG/hybrid cell, the UE reports the subset of the broadcasted
PLMN identities passing PLMN ID check and the CSG whitelist of the UE includes an entry comprising of the
concerned PLMN identity and the CSG ID broadcast by the target cell. The source eNB performs PLMN ID
check for the PLMNs reported by the UE and selects one if multiple pass the PLMN ID check. Finally the MME
verifies the CSG membership according to the received CSG ID, the selected PLMN ID and stored subscription
CSG information of the UE.
Mobility from eNB/HeNB to a HeNB’s CSG/hybrid cell may take place with the S1 Handover procedure. In the
following call flow the source cell can be an eNB or a HeNB.
The current version of the specification also supports mobility involving HeNBs by using X2 handover in some cases
(see section 4.6.1). If membership verification is required for X2 mobility, the procedure described in Section 10.1.2.1
applies, with the following additions to the steps described in Section 10.1.2.1.1:
-

In Step 4, the source eNB/HeNB includes the CSG membership status reported by the UE handed over in the
X2AP HANDOVER REQUEST message to the target HeNB; the target HeNB performs admission control
based on the CSG membership status reported by the UE;
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-

In Step 12, the target HeNB includes the CSG membership status of the UE handed over in the PATH SWITCH
REQUEST message to the MME;

-

In Step 16, after the MME has performed membership verification for the UE handed over, the MME includes
its verified CSG membership status in the PATH SWITCH REQUEST ACKNOWLEDGE message to the target
HeNB; the target HeNB updates its membership information if needed.

The procedure below applies to any scenario where the CSG ID is provided by the UE or provided by the source eNB.

Figure 10.5.1.2-1: Mobility to HeNB’s CSG and hybrid cells.
1) The source eNB configures the UE with proximity indication control.
2) The UE sends an "entering" proximity indication when it determines it may be near a CSG member cell (based
on autonomous search procedures). The proximity indication includes the RAT and frequency of the cell.
3) If a measurement configuration is not present for the concerned frequency/RAT the source eNB configures the
UE with relevant measurement configuration including measurement gaps as needed, so that the UE can perform
measurements on the reported RAT and frequency. The network may also use the proximity indication to
minimize the requesting of handover preparation information of CSG/hybrid cells by avoiding requesting such
information when the UE is not in the geographical area where its CSG member cells are located.
4) The UE sends a measurement report including the PCI (e.g., due to triggered event A3).
5) The source eNB configures the UE to perform SI acquisition and reporting of a particular PCI.
6) The UE performs SI acquisition using autonomous gaps, i.e., the UE may suspend reception and transmission
with the source eNB within the limits defined in [TS 36.133] to acquire the relevant system information from the
target HeNB.
7) The UE sends a measurement report including (E-)CGI, TAI, CSG ID and "member/non-member" indication. If
the target cell is a shared CSG/hybrid cell, the measurement report also includes the subset of the broadcast
PLMN identities that pass PLMN ID check and for which the CSG whitelist of the UE includes an entry
comprising the cell's CSG ID and the respective PLMN identity.
8) The source eNB includes the target E-CGI and the CSG ID in the Handover Required message sent to the MME.
If the target is a hybrid cell the Cell Access Mode of the target is included.
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9) The MME performs UE access control to the CSG cell based on the CSG ID and the selected target PLMN
received in the Handover Required message and the stored CSG subscription data for the UE (see 3GPP TS
23.401 [17]). If the access control procedure fails, the MME ends the handover procedure by replying with the
Handover Preparation Failure message. If the Cell Access Mode is present, the MME determines the CSG
Membership Status of the UE handing over to the hybrid cell and includes it in the Handover Request message.
10-11) The MME sends the Handover Request message to the target HeNB including the target CSG ID received in
the Handover Required message. If the target is a hybrid cell the CSG Membership Status will be included in the
Handover Request message.
12) The target HeNB verifies that the CSG ID received in the Handover Request message matches the CSG ID
broadcast in the target cell and if such validation is successful it allocates appropriate resources. UE prioritisation
may also be applied if the CSG Membership Status indicates that the UE is a member.
13-14) The target HeNB sends the Handover Request Acknowledge message to the MME via the HeNB GW if
present.
15) The MME sends the Handover Command message to the source eNB.
16) The source eNB transmits the Handover Command (RRC Connection Reconfiguration message including
mobility control information) to the UE.
NOTE:

Steps 1-9, 15 and 16 also apply to inter-RAT mobility from LTE to HNB.

After sending an "entering" proximity indication (step 2), if the UE determines that it is no longer near a CSG member
cell, the UE sends a "leaving" proximity indication to the source eNB. Upon reception of this indication, the source eNB
may reconfigure the UE to stop measurements on the reported RAT and frequency.
In the above procedure, steps 2 and 3 may not be performed in case the UE has not previously visited the HeNB, e.g.,
when the UE first visits a hybrid cell.
The PCI confusion is resolved by steps 5, 6 and 7. The source eNB can request SI acquisition and reporting for any PCI,
not limited to PSCs/PCIs of CSG or hybrid cells.

10.5.2
10.5.2.1

Outbound mobility from CSG cells
RRC_IDLE

For a UE leaving a CSG cell in idle mode normal cell reselection based on configuration from the BCCH of the CSG
cell applies.

10.5.2.2

RRC_CONNECTED

For a UE leaving a CSG cell in active mode normal network controlled mobility applies.

10.6

Measurement Model
RRC configures
parameters

A

Layer 1
filtering

B

Layer 3
filtering

RRC configures
parameters

C
C'

Evaluation
of reporting
criteria

Figure 10.6-1: Measurement model
-

A: measurements (samples) internal to the physical layer.
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-

Layer 1 filtering: internal layer 1 filtering of the inputs measured at point A. Exact filtering is implementation
dependant. How the measurements are actually executed in the physical layer by an implementation (inputs A
and Layer 1 filtering) in not constrained by the standard.

-

B: A measurement reported by layer 1 to layer 3 after layer 1 filtering.

-

Layer 3 filtering: Filtering performed on the measurements provided at point B. The behaviour of the Layer 3
filters are standardised and the configuration of the layer 3 filters is provided by RRC signalling. Filtering
reporting period at C equals one measurement period at B.

-

C: A measurement after processing in the layer 3 filter. The reporting rate is identical to the reporting rate at
point B. This measurement is used as input for one or more evaluation of reporting criteria.

-

Evaluation of reporting criteria: This checks whether actual measurement reporting is necessary at point D.
The evaluation can be based on more than one flow of measurements at reference point C e.g. to compare
between different measurements. This is illustrated by input C and C'. The UE shall evaluate the reporting
criteria at least every time a new measurement result is reported at point C, C'. The reporting criteria are
standardised and the configuration is provided by RRC signalling (UE measurements).

-

D: Measurement report information (message) sent on the radio interface.

Layer 1 filtering will introduce a certain level of measurement averaging. How and when the UE exactly performs the
required measurements will be implementation specific to the point that the output at B fulfils the performance
requirements set in [21]. Layer 3 filtering and parameters used is specified in [16] and does not introduce any delay in
the sample availability between B and C. Measurement at point C, C' is the input used in the event evaluation.

10.7

Hybrid Cells

Hybrid Cells have a CSG Indication bit set to FALSE but broadcast a CSG Identity and the PCI values for hybrid cells
are not contained within the reserved PCI range for CSG cells. Similar to CSG cells, the network can reserve a PCI list
for hybrid cells.
The network shall distinguish whether it is a hybrid cell, e.g. by reserving a PCI list for hybrid cells.

10.7.1

RRC_IDLE

When the CSG ID and associated PLMN ID of the hybrid cell belong to the CSG whitelist of the UE, the hybrid cell is
considered by the UE as a CSG cell in idle mode cell selection/reselection procedures.
NOTE:

The autonomous search for hybrid cells does not imply that a UE needs to constantly check the CSG ID
and associated PLMN ID of all cells it sees.

For all other UEs, normal cell selection/reselection procedures apply with hybrid cells (as for non CSG cells).
Manual selection of CSG IDs of hybrid cells is also supported in the same way as for CSG cells.

10.7.2
10.7.2.1

RRC_CONNECTED
Inbound Mobility

Inbound mobility to hybrid cells is described in Section 10.5.1.2.

10.7.2.2

Outbound Mobility

Procedure for outbound mobility from CSG cells applies (See section 10.5.2.2).

11

Scheduling and Rate Control

In order to utilise the SCH resources efficiently, a scheduling function is used in MAC. In this subclause, an overview
of the scheduler is given in terms of scheduler operation, signalling of scheduler decisions, and measurements to
support scheduler operation.
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For NB-IoT, the Basic Scheduler Operation in 11.1 and the uplink buffer status reports part in 11.3 are applicable, and
all other subsections of section 11 are not applicable.

11.1

Basic Scheduler Operation

MAC in eNB includes dynamic resource schedulers that allocate physical layer resources for the DL-SCH, UL-SCH
and SL-SCH transport channels. Different schedulers operate for the DL-SCH, UL-SCH and SL-SCH.
The scheduler should take account of the traffic volume and the QoS requirements of each UE and associated radio
bearers, when sharing resources between UEs. Only "per UE" grants are used to grant the right to transmit on the ULSCH and SL-SCH (i.e. there are no "per UE per RB" grants).
Schedulers may assign resources taking account the radio conditions at the UE identified through measurements made
at the eNB and/or reported by the UE.
Radio resource allocations can be valid for one or multiple TTIs.
Resource assignment consists of physical resource blocks (PRB) and MCS. Allocations for time periods longer than one
TTI might also require additional information (allocation time, allocation repetition factor…).
When CA is configured, a UE may be scheduled over multiple serving cells simultaneously but at most one random
access procedure shall be ongoing at any time. Cross-carrier scheduling with the Carrier Indicator Field (CIF) allows
the PDCCH of a serving cell to schedule resources on another serving cell but with the following restrictions:
-

Cross-carrier scheduling does not apply to PCell i.e. PCell is always scheduled via its PDCCH;

-

When the PDCCH of an SCell is configured, cross-carrier scheduling does not apply to this SCell i.e. it is always
scheduled via its PDCCH;

-

When the PDCCH of an SCell is not configured, cross-carrier scheduling applies and this SCell is always
scheduled via the PDCCH of one other serving cell.

A linking between UL and DL allows identifying the serving cell for which the DL assignment or UL grant applies
when the CIF is not present:
-

DL assignment received on PCell corresponds to downlink transmission on PCell;

-

UL grant received on PCell corresponds to uplink transmission on PCell;

-

DL assignment received on SCelln corresponds to downlink transmission on SCelln;

-

UL grant received on SCelln corresponds to uplink transmission on SCelln. If SCelln is not configured for uplink
usage by the UE, the grant is ignored by the UE.

When DC is configured, cross-carrier scheduling can only be used across serving cells within the same CG. Within a
CG, neither PCell of MCG nor PSCell of SCG can be cross-carrier scheduled

11.1.1

Downlink Scheduling

In the downlink, E-UTRAN can dynamically allocate resources (PRBs and MCS) to UEs at each TTI via the C-RNTI
on PDCCH(s). A UE always monitors the PDCCH(s) in order to find possible allocation when its downlink reception is
enabled (activity governed by DRX when configured). When CA is configured, the same C-RNTI applies to all serving
cells.
In addition, E-UTRAN can allocate semi-persistent downlink resources for the first HARQ transmissions to UEs:
-

RRC defines the periodicity of the semi-persistent downlink grant;

-

PDCCH indicates whether the downlink grant is a semi-persistent one i.e. whether it can be implicitly reused in
the following TTIs according to the periodicity defined by RRC.

When required, retransmissions are explicitly signalled via the PDCCH(s). In the sub-frames where the UE has semipersistent downlink resource, if the UE cannot find its C-RNTI on the PDCCH(s), a downlink transmission according to
the semi-persistent allocation that the UE has been assigned in the TTI is assumed. Otherwise, in the sub-frames where
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the UE has semi-persistent downlink resource, if the UE finds its C-RNTI on the PDCCH(s), the PDCCH allocation
overrides the semi-persistent allocation for that TTI and the UE does not decode the semi-persistent resources.
When CA is configured, semi-persistent downlink resources can only be configured for the PCell and only PDCCH
allocations for the PCell can override the semi-persistent allocation. When DC is configured, semi-persistent downlink
resources can only be configured for the PCell or PSCell. Only PDCCH allocations for the PCell can override the semipersistent allocation for PCell and only PDCCH allocations for the PSCell can override the semi-persistent allocation
for PSCell.
For NB-IoT:
-

Scheduling information for downlink data is transmitted on the downlink physical control channel NPDCCH.
The scheduled downlink data is transmitted on the shared data channel NPDSCH;

-

Only cross-subframe scheduling is supported, cross-carrier scheduling is not supported. The transmission
duration in number of sub-frames for the NPDCCH and the NPDSCH is variable;

-

The transmission duration in number of sub-frames is semi-static for the NPDCCH and is indicated for the
NPDSCH as part of the scheduling information transmitted on the NPDCCH;

-

The start time of the NPDSCH relative to the NPDCCH is signaled as part of the scheduling message.

11.1.2

Uplink Scheduling

In the uplink, E-UTRAN can dynamically allocate resources (PRBs and MCS) to UEs at each TTI via the C-RNTI on
PDCCH(s). A UE always monitors the PDCCH(s) in order to find possible allocation for uplink transmission when its
downlink reception is enabled (activity governed by DRX when configured). When CA is configured, the same C-RNTI
applies to all serving cells.
In addition, E-UTRAN can allocate a semi-persistent uplink resource for the first HARQ transmissions and potentially
retransmissions to UEs:
-

RRC defines the periodicity of the semi-persistent uplink grant;

-

PDCCH indicates whether the uplink grant is a semi-persistent one i.e. whether it can be implicitly reused in the
following TTIs according to the periodicity defined by RRC.

In the sub-frames where the UE has semi-persistent uplink resource, if the UE cannot find its C-RNTI on the PDCCH(s),
an uplink transmission according to the semi-persistent allocation that the UE has been assigned in the TTI can be made.
The network performs decoding of the pre-defined PRBs according to the pre-defined MCS. Otherwise, in the subframes where the UE has semi-persistent uplink resource, if the UE finds its C-RNTI on the PDCCH(s), the PDCCH
allocation overrides the persistent allocation for that TTI and the UE’s transmission follows the PDCCH allocation, not
the semi-persistent allocation. Retransmissions are either implicitly allocated in which case the UE uses the semipersistent uplink allocation, or explicitly allocated via PDCCH(s) in which case the UE does not follow the semipersistent allocation.
NOTE:

there is no blind decoding in uplink and when the UE does not have enough data to fill the allocated
resource, padding is used.

When the UE is provided with valid uplink grants in several serving cells in one TTI, the order in which the grants are
processed during logical channel prioritisation and whether joint or serial processing is applied are left up to UE
implementation.
Similarly as for the downlink, semi-persistent uplink resources can only be configured for the PCell and only PDCCH
allocations for the PCell can override the semi-persistent allocation. When DC is configured, semi-persistent uplink
resources can only be configured for the PCell or PSCell. Only PDCCH allocations for the PCell can override the semipersistent allocation for PCell and only PDCCH allocations for the PSCell can override the semi-persistent allocation
for PSCell.
For NB-IoT:
-

Scheduling information for uplink data is transmitted on the downlink physical control channel NPDCCH. The
scheduled uplink data is transmitted on the shared data channel NPUSCH;

-

The transmission duration in number of sub-frames for the NPUSCH is variable;
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-

The transmission duration in number of sub-frames is semi-static for the NPDCCH and is indicated for the
NPUSCH as part of the scheduling information transmitted on the NPDCCH;

-

The start time of the NPUSCH relative to the NPDCCH is signaled as part of the scheduling message.

11.2

Activation/Deactivation Mechanism

To enable reasonable UE battery consumption when CA is configured, an activation/deactivation mechanism of SCells
is supported (i.e. activation/deactivation does not apply to PCell). When an SCell is deactivated, the UE does not need
to receive the corresponding PDCCH or PDSCH, cannot transmit in the corresponding uplink, nor is it required to
perform CQI measurements. Conversely, when an SCell is active, the UE shall receive PDSCH and PDCCH (if the UE
is configured to monitor PDCCH from this SCell), and is expected to be able to perform CQI measurements. E-UTRAN
ensures that while PUCCH SCell is deactivated, SCells of secondary PUCCH group should not be activated.
The activation/deactivation mechanism is based on the combination of a MAC control element and deactivation timers.
The MAC control element carries a bitmap for the activation and deactivation of SCells: a bit set to 1 denotes activation
of the corresponding SCell, while a bit set to 0 denotes deactivation. With the bitmap, SCells can be activated and
deactivated individually, and a single activation/deactivation command can activate/deactivate a subset of the SCells.
One deactivation timer is maintained per SCell but one common value is configured per UE by RRC.
At reconfiguration without mobility control information:
-

SCells added to the set of serving cells are initially "deactivated";

-

SCells which remain in the set of serving cells (either unchanged or reconfigured) do not change their activation
status ("activated" or "deactivated").

At reconfiguration with mobility control information (i.e. handover):
-

SCells are "deactivated".

In DC, the serving cells of the MCG other than the PCell can only be activated/deactivated by the MAC Control
Element received on MCG, and the serving cells of the SCG other than PSCell can only be activated/ deactivated by the
MAC Control Element received on SCG. The MAC entity applies the bitmap for the associated cells of either MCG or
SCG. PSCell in SCG is always activated like the PCell (i.e. deactivation timer is not applied to PSCell). With the
exception of PUCCH SCell, one deactivation timer is maintained per SCell but one common value is configured per CG
by RRC.

11.3

Measurements to Support Scheduler Operation

Measurement reports are required to enable the scheduler to operate in both uplink and downlink. These include
transport volume and measurements of a UEs radio environment.
Uplink buffer status reports (BSR) are needed to provide support for QoS-aware packet scheduling. In E-UTRAN
uplink buffer status reports refer to the data that is buffered in for a group of logical channel (LCG) in the UE. Four
LCGs and two formats are used for reporting in uplink:
-

A short format for which only one BSR (of one LCG) is reported;

-

A long format for which all four BSRs (of all four LCGs) are reported.

Uplink buffer status reports are transmitted using MAC signalling.
In DC, LCG is configured per CG.
In DC, BSR configuration, triggering and reporting are independently performed per CG. For split bearers, the PDCP
data is considered in BSR in the CG(s) configured by RRC.

11.4

Rate Control of GBR, MBR and UE-AMBR

11.4.1

Downlink

The eNB guarantees the downlink GBR associated with a GBR bearer, enforces the downlink MBR associated with a
GBR bearer and enforces the downlink AMBR associated with a group of Non-GBR bearers.
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Uplink

The UE has an uplink rate control function which manages the sharing of uplink resources between radio bearers. RRC
controls the uplink rate control function by giving each bearer a priority and a prioritised bit rate (PBR). The values
signalled may not be related to the ones signalled via S1 to the eNB.
The uplink rate control function ensures that the UE serves its radio bearer(s) in the following sequence:
1. All the radio bearer(s) in decreasing priority order up to their PBR;
2. All the radio bearer(s) in decreasing priority order for the remaining resources assigned by the grant.
NOTE1: In case the PBRs are all set to zero, the first step is skipped and the radio bearer(s) are served in strict
priority order: the UE maximises the transmission of higher priority data.
NOTE2: By limiting the total grant to the UE, the eNB can ensure that the UE-AMBR plus the sum of MBRs is
not exceeded.
NOTE3: Provided the higher layers are responsive to congestion indications, the eNB can enforce the MBR of an
uplink radio bearer by triggering congestion indications towards higher layers and by shaping the data
rate towards the S1 interface.
If more than one radio bearer has the same priority, the UE shall serve these radio bearers equally.

11.4.3

UE-AMBR for Dual Connectivity

In DC, the MeNB ensures that the UE-AMBR is not exceeded by:
1) limiting the resources it allocates to the UE in MCG; and
2) indicating to the SeNB a limit so that the SeNB can also in turn guarantee that this limit is not exceeded.
For split bearers the SeNB ignores the indicated downlink UE-AMBR. If the SeNB is not configured to serve the uplink
for split bearers, the SeNB ignores the indicated uplink UE-AMBR.

11.5

CQI reporting for Scheduling

The time and frequency resources used by the UE to report CQI are under the control of the eNB. CQI reporting can be
either periodic or aperiodic. A UE can be configured to have both periodic and aperiodic reporting at the same time. In
case both periodic and aperiodic reporting occurs in the same subframe for a particular CG, only the aperiodic report is
transmitted in that subframe.
For efficient support of localized, distributed and MIMO transmissions, E-UTRA supports three types of CQI reporting:
-

Wideband type: providing channel quality information of entire system bandwidth of the cell;

-

Multi-band type: providing channel quality information of some subset(s) of system bandwidth of the cell;

-

MIMO type: open loop or closed loop operation (with or without PMI feedback).

Periodic CQI reporting is defined by the following characteristics:
-

When the UE is allocated PUSCH resources in a subframe where a periodic CQI report is configured to be sent,
the periodic CQI report is transmitted together with uplink data on the PUSCH. Otherwise, the periodic CQI
reports are sent on the PUCCH.

Aperiodic CQI reporting is defined by the following characteristics:
-

The report is scheduled by the eNB via the PDCCH;

-

Transmitted together with uplink data on PUSCH.

When a CQI report is transmitted together with uplink data on PUSCH, it is multiplexed with the transport block by L1
(i.e. the CQI report is not part of the uplink the transport block).
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The eNB configures a set of sizes and formats of the reports. Size and format of the report depends on whether it is
transmitted over PUCCH or PUSCH and whether it is a periodic or aperiodic CQI report.

11.6

Explicit Congestion Notification

The eNB and the UE support of the Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) is specified in Section 5 of [35] (i.e., the
normative part of [35] that applies to the end-to-end flow of IP packets), and below. This enables the eNB to control the
initial codec rate selection and/or to trigger a codec rate reduction. Thereby the eNB can increase capacity (e.g., in terms
of number of accepted VoIP calls), and improve coverage (e.g. for high bit rate video sessions).
The eNB should set the Congestion Experienced (CE) codepoint (‘11’) in PDCP SDUs in the downlink direction to
indicate downlink (radio) congestion if those PDCP SDUs have one of the two ECN-Capable Transport (ECT)
codepoints set. The eNB should set the Congestion Experienced (CE) codepoint (‘11’) in PDCP SDUs in the uplink
direction to indicate uplink (radio) congestion if those PDCP SDUs have one of the two ECN-Capable Transport (ECT)
codepoints set.

12

DRX in RRC_CONNECTED

In order to enable reasonable UE battery consumption, DRX in E-UTRAN is characterised by the following:
-

Per UE mechanism (as opposed to per radio bearer);

-

No RRC or MAC substate to distinguish between different levels of DRX;

-

Available DRX values are controlled by the network and start from non-DRX up to 10.24 seconds;

-

Measurement requirement and reporting criteria can differ according to the length of the DRX interval i.e. long
DRX intervals may experience more relaxed requirements;

-

Irrespective of DRX, UE may use first available RACH opportunity to send an UL measurement report;

-

HARQ operation related to data transmission is independent of DRX operation and the UE wakes up to read the
PDCCH for possible retransmissions and/or ACK/NAK signalling regardless of DRX In the downlink, a timer is
used to limit the time the UE stays awake awaiting for a retransmission. In the uplink, for asynchronous HARQ,
a timer is used to limit the time the UE stays awake awaiting for a retransmission;

-

When DRX is configured, the UE may be further configured with an "on-duration" timer during which time the
UE monitors the PDCCHs for possible allocations;

-

When DRX is configured, periodic CQI reports can only be sent by the UE during the "active-time". RRC can
further restrict periodic CQI reports so that they are only sent during the on-duration;

-

A timer per TAG in the UE is used to detect need for obtaining timing advance for each TAG.

The following definitions apply to DRX in E-UTRAN:
-

on-duration: duration in downlink subframes that the UE waits for, after waking up from DRX, to receive
PDCCHs. If the UE successfully decodes a PDCCH, the UE stays awake and starts the inactivity timer;

-

inactivity-timer: duration in downlink subframes that the UE waits to successfully decode a PDCCH, from the
last successful decoding of a PDCCH (for NB-IoT, from the end of the transmission/re-transmission of each
MAC PDU), failing which it re-enters DRX. The UE shall restart the inactivity timer following a single
successful decoding of a PDCCH for a first transmission only (i.e. not for retransmissions).

-

active-time: total duration that the UE is awake. This includes the "on-duration" of the DRX cycle, the time UE
is performing continuous reception while the inactivity timer has not expired and the time UE is performing
continuous reception while waiting for a DL retransmission after one HARQ RTT or, for asynchronous UL
HARQ operation, for an UL retransmission grant after one UL HARQ RTT. Based on the above the minimum
active time is of length equal to on-duration, and the maximum is undefined (infinite);

Of the above parameters the on-duration and inactivity-timer are of fixed lengths, while the active-time is of varying
lengths based on scheduling decision and UE decoding success. Only on-duration and inactivity-timer duration are
signalled to the UE by the eNB:
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this is also applicable for the case where the UE has only one service (e.g. Real Time) that is being
handled through the allocation of predefined resources; this allows for other signalling such as RRC to be
sent during the remaining portion of the active time.

-

New transmissions can only take place during the active-time (so that when the UE is waiting for one
retransmission only, it does not have to be "awake" during the RTT).

-

If PDCCH has not been successfully decoded during the on-duration, the UE shall follow the DRX configuration
(i.e. the UE can enter DRX sleep if allowed by the DRX configuration):
-

-

This applies also for the sub-frames where the UE has been allocated predefined resources.

If it successfully decodes a PDCCH for a first transmission, the UE shall stay awake and start the inactivity timer
(even if a PDCCH is successfully decoded in the sub-frames where the UE has also been allocated predefined
resources) until a MAC control message tells the UE to re-enter DRX, or until the inactivity timer expires. In
both cases, the DRX cycle that the UE follows after re-entering DRX is given by the following rules:
-

If a short DRX cycle is configured; the UE first follows the short DRX cycle and after a longer period of
inactivity the UE follows the long DRX cycle;

-

Else the UE follows the long DRX cycle directly.

NOTE:

When DRX is configured, the network should detect whether UE remains in EUTRAN coverage by
requesting UE to send periodic signals to the network.

In CA, whenever a UE is configured with only one serving cell (i.e. PCell) Rel-8/9 DRX applies. In other cases, the
same DRX operation applies to all configured and activated serving cells (i.e. identical active time for PDCCH
monitoring).
In DC, separate DRX configurations can be applied to MCG and SCG, and the CG specific DRX operation applies to
all configured and activated serving cells in the same CG (i.e. identical active time for PDCCH monitoring).

13

QoS

An EPS bearer/E-RAB is the level of granularity for bearer level QoS control in the EPC/E-UTRAN. That is, SDFs
mapped to the same EPS bearer receive the same bearer level packet forwarding treatment (e.g. scheduling policy,
queue management policy, rate shaping policy, RLC configuration, etc.) [17].
One EPS bearer/E-RAB is established when the UE connects to a PDN, and that remains established throughout the
lifetime of the PDN connection to provide the UE with always-on IP connectivity to that PDN. That bearer is referred to
as the default bearer. Any additional EPS bearer/E-RAB that is established to the same PDN is referred to as a
dedicated bearer. The initial bearer level QoS parameter values of the default bearer are assigned by the network, based
on subscription data. The decision to establish or modify a dedicated bearer can only be taken by the EPC, and the
bearer level QoS parameter values are always assigned by the EPC.
An EPS bearer/E-RAB is referred to as a GBR bearer if dedicated network resources related to a Guaranteed Bit Rate
(GBR) value that is associated with the EPS bearer/E-RAB are permanently allocated (e.g. by an admission control
function in the eNodeB) at bearer establishment/modification. Otherwise, an EPS bearer/E-RAB is referred to as a NonGBR bearer. A dedicated bearer can either be a GBR or a Non-GBR bearer while a default bearer shall be a Non-GBR
bearer.

13.1

Bearer service architecture

The EPS bearer service layered architecture is depicted in Figure 13.1-1 below, where:
-

An UL TFT in the UE binds an SDF to an EPS bearer in the uplink direction. Multiple SDFs can be multiplexed
onto the same EPS bearer by including multiple uplink packet filters in the UL TFT.

-

A DL TFT in the PDN GW binds an SDF to an EPS bearer in the downlink direction. Multiple SDFs can be
multiplexed onto the same EPS bearer by including multiple downlink packet filters in the DL TFT.
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-

An E-RAB transports the packets of an EPS bearer between the UE and the EPC. When an E-RAB exists, there
is a one-to-one mapping between this E-RAB and an EPS bearer.

-

A data radio bearer transports the packets of an EPS bearer between a UE and one or more eNB(s). When a data
radio bearer exists, there is a one-to-one mapping between this data radio bearer and the EPS bearer/E-RAB.

-

An S1 bearer transports the packets of an E-RAB between an eNodeB and a Serving GW.

-

An S5/S8 bearer transports the packets of an EPS bearer between a Serving GW and a PDN GW.

-

A UE stores a mapping between an uplink packet filter and a data radio bearer to create the binding between an
SDF and a data radio bearer in the uplink.

-

A PDN GW stores a mapping between a downlink packet filter and an S5/S8a bearer to create the binding
between an SDF and an S5/S8a bearer in the downlink.

-

An eNB stores a one-to-one mapping between a data radio bearer and an S1 bearer to create the binding between
a data radio bearer and an S1 bearer in both the uplink and downlink.

-

A Serving GW stores a one-to-one mapping between an S1 bearer and an S5/S8a bearer to create the binding
between an S1 bearer and an S5/S8a bearer in both the uplink and downlink.

Figure 13.1-1: EPS Bearer Service Architecture

13.2

QoS parameters

The bearer level (i.e. per bearer or per bearer aggregate) QoS parameters are QCI, ARP, GBR, and AMBR [17]. Each
EPS bearer/E-RAB (GBR and Non-GBR) is associated with the following bearer level QoS parameters:
-

QoS Class Identifier (QCI): scalar that is used as a reference to access node-specific parameters that control
bearer level packet forwarding treatment (e.g. scheduling weights, admission thresholds, queue management
thresholds, link layer protocol configuration, etc.), and that have been pre-configured by the operator owning the
eNodeB. A one-to-one mapping of standardized QCI values to standardized characteristics is captured in [17].

-

Allocation and Retention Priority (ARP): the primary purpose of ARP is to decide whether a bearer
establishment / modification request can be accepted or needs to be rejected in case of resource limitations. In
addition, the ARP can be used by the eNodeB to decide which bearer(s) to drop during exceptional resource
limitations (e.g. at handover).

Each GBR bearer is additionally associated with the following bearer level QoS parameter:
-

Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR): the bit rate that can be expected to be provided by a GBR bearer;
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Maximum Bit Rate (MBR): the maximum bit rate that can be expected to be provided by a GBR bearer. MBR
can be greater or equal to the GBR.

Each APN access, by a UE, is associated with the following QoS parameter:
-

per APN Aggregate Maximum Bit Rate (APN-AMBR).

Each UE in state EMM-REGISTERED is associated with the following bearer aggregate level QoS parameter:
-

per UE Aggregate Maximum Bit Rate (UE-AMBR).

The definitions of APN AMBR and UE-AMBR are captured in [17].
The GBR and MBR denotes bit rate of traffic per bearer while UE-AMBR/APN-AMBR denote bit rate of traffic per
group of bearers. Each of those QoS parameters has an uplink and a downlink component.

13.3

QoS support in Hybrid Cells

The following principles apply to serving non CSG members and CSG members of a Hybrid Cell:
NOTE:

The term "eNB" in this section applies to HeNBs (as described in §4.6.1), as well as eNBs (as denoted in
the basic E-UTRAN architecture in Figure 4-1).

-

When the UE connects to a Hybrid Cell, the MME shall inform the eNB serving this Hybrid Cell whether the UE
is a member or not of the CSG associated with this Hybrid Cell;

-

Based on CSG membership, the offered QoS for UEs served by this Hybrid Cell may be modified as follows:
-

The eNB serving this Hybrid Cell may distinguish between a CSG member and non-member when
determining whether to handover a UE, which GBR bearers to admit and which GBR bearers to deactivate;

-

The eNB serving this Hybrid Cell may distinguish between a CSG member and non-member for handover
and packet scheduling on Uu interface (including reduced QoS) of non-GBR bearers.

14

Security

14.1

Overview and Principles

The following principles apply to E-UTRAN security:
-

The keys used for NAS and AS protection shall be dependent on the algorithm with which they are used.

-

The eNB keys are cryptographically separated from the EPC keys used for NAS protection (making it
impossible to use the eNB key to figure out an EPC key).

-

For SCG bearers in DC, the SeNB keys are cryptographically separated from the eNB keys.

-

The AS (RRC and UP) and NAS keys are derived in the EPC/UE from key material that was generated by a
NAS (EPC/UE) level AKA procedure (KASME) and identified with a key identifier (KSIASME).

-

For SCG bearers in DC, the AS (UP) keys are derived in the SeNB/UE from key material that was generated in
the MeNB/UE.

-

The eNB key (KeNB) is sent from the EPC to the eNB when the UE is entering ECM-CONNECTED state (i.e.
during RRC connection or S1 context setup).

-

For SCG bearers in DC, the SeNB key (S-KeNB) is sent from the MeNB to the SeNB when adding an SCG.

-

For LWA bearers, the WT Counter, if included in LWA Configuration, is used when computing the S-KWT (as
specified in TS 33.401 subclause G [22] and TS 36.331 subclause 5.6.14.2 [16]). If WT Counter is not signalled
to the UE, the UE uses authentication methods specified in TS 33.402 subclause 6 [70] as described in 22A.1.8.

-

For LWIP, the LWIP Counter in the LWIP Configuration is used when computing the LWIP-PSK (as specified
in TS 33.401 subclause A.13 [13] and TS 36.331 subcause 5.6.17.2 [16]).
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-

Separate AS and NAS level security mode command procedures are used. AS level security mode command
procedure configures AS security (RRC and user plane) and NAS level security mode command procedure
configures NAS security. Both integrity protection and ciphering for RRC are activated within the same AS
SMC procedure. User plane ciphering is activated at the same time as RRC ciphering.

-

Keys stored inside eNBs shall never leave a secure environment within the eNB (except when done in
accordance with this or other 3GPP specifications), and user plane data ciphering/deciphering shall take place
inside the secure environment where the related keys are stored.

-

Key material for the eNB keys is sent between the eNBs during ECM-CONNECTED intra-E-UTRAN mobility
and from the MeNB to the SeNB in DC for SCG bearer during SCG addition and SCG change.

-

A sequence number (COUNT) is used as input to the ciphering and integrity protection. A given sequence
number must only be used once for a given eNB key (except for identical re-transmission) on the same radio
bearer in the same direction. The same sequence number can be used for both ciphering and integrity protection.

-

A hyper frame number (HFN) (i.e. an overflow counter mechanism) is used in the eNB and UE in order to limit
the actual number of sequence number bits that is needed to be sent over the radio. The HFN needs to be
synchronized between the UE and eNB.

-

No integrity protection initialisation number (FRESH).

-

Since SIM access is not granted in E-UTRAN TS 33.401 [22] except for making IMS Emergency calls, idle
mode UE not equipped with USIM shall not attempt to reselect to E-UTRAN unless it is originating an IMS
Emergency call. The RNC may try to prevent handover to E-UTRAN for example by identifying a SIM based
UE from the security keys provided by the CN.

A simplified key derivation is depicted on Figure 14.1-1 below, where:

-

KNASint is a key, which shall only be used for the protection of NAS traffic with a particular integrity algorithm
This key is derived by UE and MME from KASME , as well as an identifier for the integrity algorithm.

-

KNASenc is a key, which shall only be used for the protection of NAS traffic with a particular encryption
algorithm. This key is derived by UE and MME from KASME, as well as an identifier for the encryption algorithm.

-

KeNB is a key derived by UE and MME from KASME. KeNB may also be derived by the target eNB from NH at
handover. KeNB shall be used for the derivation of KRRCint, KRRCenc and KUPenc, and for the derivation of KeNB*
upon handover.

-

KeNB* is a key derived by UE and source eNB from either KeNB or from a fresh NH. KeNB* shall be used by UE
and target eNB as a new KeNB for RRC and UP traffic.

-

KUPenc is a key, which shall only be used for the protection of UP traffic with a particular encryption algorithm.
This key is derived by UE and eNB from KeNB, as well as an identifier for the encryption algorithm.

-

KRRCint is a key, which shall only be used for the protection of RRC traffic with a particular integrity algorithm.
KRRCint is derived by UE and eNB from KeNB, as well as an identifier for the integrity algorithm.

-

KRRCenc is a key, which shall only be used for the protection of RRC traffic with a particular encryption
algorithm. KRRCenc is derived by UE and eNB from KeNB as well as an identifier for the encryption algorithm.

-

Next Hop (NH) is used by UE and eNB in the derivation of KeNB* for the provision of "forward security" [22].
NH is derived by UE and MME from KASME and KeNB when the security context is established, or from KASME
and previous NH, otherwise.

-

Next Hop Chaining Count (NCC) is a counter related to NH (i.e. the amount of Key chaining that has been
performed) which allow the UE to be synchronised with the eNB and to determine whether the next KeNB* needs
to be based on the current KeNB or a fresh NH.
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Figure 14.1-1: Key Derivation
Key derivation for SCG bearers in DC is depicted on Figure 14.1-2 below, where:
-

SCG Counter is a counter used as freshness input into S-KeNB derivations (see TS 33.401 Annex E.2.4 [22]).

Figure 14.1-2: DC Key Derivation
The MME invokes the AKA procedures by requesting authentication vectors to the HE (Home environment) if no
unused EPS authentication vectors have been stored. The HE sends an authentication response back to the MME that
contains a fresh authentication vector, including a base-key named KASME. Thus, as a result of an AKA run, the EPC and
the UE share KASME. From KASME, the NAS keys, (and indirectly) KeNB keys and NH are derived. The KASME is never
transported to an entity outside of the EPC, but KeNB and NH are transported to the eNB from the EPC when the UE
transitions to ECM-CONNECTED. From the KeNB, the eNB and UE can derive the UP and RRC keys.
RRC and UP keys are refreshed at handover. KeNB* is derived by UE and source eNB from target PCI, target frequency
and KeNB (this is referred to as a horizontal key derivation and is indicated to UE with an NCC that does not increase) or
from target PCI, target frequency and NH (this is referred to as a vertical key derivation and is indicated to UE with an
NCC increase). KeNB* is then used as new KeNB for RRC and UP traffic at the target. When the UE goes into ECM-IDLE
all keys are deleted from the eNB except for the UE which was enabled to use User Plane CIoT EPS Optimization.
For SCG Bearers in DC, UP keys are updated at SCG change by indicating in RRC signalling to the UE the value of the
SCG Counter to be used in key derivation. When KeNB is refreshed, SCG Counter shall be reset and S-KeNB shall be
newly derived from the KeNB.
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COUNT reusing avoidance for the same radio bearer identity in RRC_CONNECTED mode without KeNB change is left
to eNB implementation e.g. by using intra-cell handover, smart management of radio bearer identities or triggering a
transition to RRC_IDLE.
SCG bearers in DC share a common pool of radio bearer identities (DRB IDs) together with the MCG bearers and when
no new DRB ID can be allocated for an SCG bearer without guaranteeing COUNT reuse avoidance, the MeNB shall
derive a new S-KeNB. SeNB indicates to MeNB when uplink or downlink PDCP COUNTs are about to wrap around and
MeNB shall update the S-KeNB. To update the S-KeNB, the MeNB increases the SCG Counter and uses it to derive a new
S-KeNB from the currently active KeNB in the MeNB. The MeNB sends the newly derived S-KeNB to the SeNB. The
newly derived S-KeNB is then used by the SeNB in computing a new encryption key KUPenc which is used with all DRBs
in the SeNB for this UE. Furthermore, when the SCG Counter approaches its maximum value, the MeNB refreshes the
currently active KeNB, before any further S-KeNB is derived.
In case of HFN de-synchronisation in RRC_CONNECTED mode between the UE and eNB, the UE is pushed to IDLE.

14.2

Security termination points

The table below describes the security termination points.

Table 14.2-1 Security Termination Points
Ciphering

Integrity Protection

NAS Signalling

Required and terminated in MME

Required and terminated in MME

U-Plane Data

Required and terminated in eNB

Not Required
(NOTE 1)

RRC Signalling (AS)

Required and terminated in eNB

Required and terminated in eNB

MAC Signalling (AS)
Not required
Not required
NOTE 1: Integrity protection for U-Plane is not required and thus it is not supported between UE and Serving
Gateway or for the transport of user plane data between eNB and Serving Gateway on S1 interface.

The table below describes the security termination points for DC with SCG bearers and split bearers.

Table 14.2-2 Security Termination Points in DC
Ciphering

Integrity Protection

NAS Signalling

Required and terminated in MME

Required and terminated in MME

U-Plane Data for MCG
bearers

Required and terminated in MeNB

Not Required

U-Plane Data for SCG
bearers

Required and terminated in SeNB

Not Required

U-Plane Data for split
bearers

Required and terminated in MeNB

Not Required

RRC Signalling (AS)

Required and terminated in MeNB

Required and terminated in MeNB

14.3

State Transitions and Mobility

14.3.1

RRC_IDLE to RRC_CONNECTED

As a general principle, on RRC_IDLE to RRC_CONNECTED transitions, RRC protection keys and UP protection keys
shall be generated while keys for NAS protection as well as higher layer keys are assumed to be already available in the
MME. These higher layer keys may have been established in the MME as a result of an AKA run, or as a result of a
transfer from another MME during handover or idle mode mobility [22].
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RRC_CONNECTED to RRC_IDLE

Except for the UE which was enabled to use User Plane CIoT EPS Optimization, on RRC_CONNECTED to
RRC_IDLE transitions, eNBs shall delete the keys they store such that state for idle mode UEs only has to be
maintained in MME. It is also assumed that eNB does no longer store state information about the corresponding UE and
deletes the current keys from its memory. In particular, on connected to idle transitions:
-

The eNB and UE deletes NH, KeNB , KRRCenc , KRRCint and KUPenc and related NCC.

-

MME and UE keeps KASME, KNASint and KNASenc stored.

On RRC_CONNECTED to RRC_IDLE transitions for the UE which was enabled to use User Plane CIoT EPS
Optimization, The eNBs, the UE and MME shall maintain the keys they store.

14.3.3

Intra E-UTRAN Mobility

The key hierarchy does not allow, as is, explicit RRC and UP key updates, but RRC and UP keys are derived based on
the algorithm identifiers and KeNB which results with new RRC and UP keys at every handover:
-

Source eNB and UE independently create KeNB* with the input parameters as described in 3GPP TS 33.401 [22];

-

KeNB* is given to Target eNB during the HO preparation phase;

-

Both Target eNB and UE considers the new KeNB equal to the received KeNB*.

The handling of HFN and PDCP SN at handover depends on the type of radio bearer:
-

SRB: HFN and PDCP SN are reset.

-

RLC-UM bearers: HFN and PDCP SN are reset.

-

RLC-AM bearers: PDCP SN and HFN are maintained (10.1.2.3).

NOTE:

14.3.4

COUNT reusing avoidance is left to network implementation.

SeNB Removal

For SCG bearers in DC, at SeNB removal, the SeNB shall delete the keys it stores. It is also assumed that SeNB does no
longer store state information about the corresponding UE and deletes the current keys from its memory. In particular,
at SeNB removal:
-

The SeNB and UE delete S-KeNB and KUPenc.

-

The MeNB and UE keep KeNB.

14.4

AS Key Change in RRC_CONNECTED

If AS Keys (KUPenc , KRRCint and KRRCenc) need to be changed in RRC_CONNECTED, an intra-cell handover shall be
used.
For SCG bearers in DC, if AS Key (KUPenc) needs to be changed, the SCG change shall be performed.

14.5

Security Interworking

Inter-RAT handover from UTRAN to E-UTRAN is only supported after activation of integrity protection in UTRAN.
Security may be activated in the target RAN using null ciphering algorithms. If ciphering was not running in UTRAN, it
will be activated at handover to E-UTRAN. Integrity protection shall be activated in E-UTRAN on handover from
UTRAN/GERAN.
For E-UTRAN to UTRAN/GERAN mobility, the MME shall derive and transfer to the SGSN a confidentially key and
an integrity key derived from KASME and other input parameters as specified in 3GPP TS 33.401 [22]. Based on this
information, the SGSN can in turn derive appropriate keys to be used in the target RAN.
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Similarly for UTRAN/GERAN to E-UTRAN mobility, the SGSN shall derive and transfer to the MME a confidentially
key and an integrity key CK and IK. Based on this information and other input parameters as specified in 3GPP TS
33.401 [22], the MME and UE can in turn derive KASME.

14.6

RN integrity protection for DRB(s)

Between the DeNB and the RN, integrity protection is required for the DRB(s) carrying S1AP and/or X2AP signalling
and optional for other DRB(s).
KUPint, used for the integrity protection of the DRBs, is derived by the RN and the DeNB from KeNB, as well as an
identifier for the integrity algorithm used as specified in 3GPP TS 33.401 [22]. KUPint is generated, changed or deleted
when other AS keys are generated, changed or deleted.

15

MBMS

For MBMS, the following definitions are introduced:

MBSFN Synchronization Area: an area of the network where all eNodeBs can be synchronized and perform MBSFN
transmissions. MBSFN Synchronization Areas are capable of supporting one or more MBSFN Areas. On a given
frequency layer, a eNodeB can only belong to one MBSFN Synchronization Area. MBSFN Synchronization Areas are
independent from the definition of MBMS Service Areas
MBSFN Transmission or a transmission in MBSFN mode: a simulcast transmission technique realised by
transmission of identical waveforms at the same time from multiple cells. An MBSFN Transmission from multiple cells
within the MBSFN Area is seen as a single transmission by a UE.
MBSFN Area: an MBSFN Area consists of a group of cells within an MBSFN Synchronization Area of a network,
which are co-ordinated to achieve an MBSFN Transmission. Except for the MBSFN Area Reserved Cells, all cells
within an MBSFN Area contribute to the MBSFN Transmission and advertise its availability. The UE may only need to
consider a subset of the MBSFN areas that are configured, i.e. when it knows which MBSFN area applies for the
service(s) it is interested to receive.

Figure 15-1: MBMS Definitions
MBSFN Area Reserved Cell: A cell within a MBSFN Area which does not contribute to the MBSFN Transmission.
The cell may be allowed to transmit for other services but at restricted power on the resource allocated for the MBSFN
transmission.
Synchronisation Sequence: Each SYNC PDU contains a time stamp which indicates the start time of the
synchronisation sequence. For an MBMS service, each synchronisation sequence has the same duration which is
configured in the BM-SC and the MCE.
Synchronisation Period: The synchronisation period provides the time reference for the indication of the start time of
each synchronisation sequence. The time stamp which is provided in each SYNC PDU is a relative value which refers
to the start time of the synchronisation period. The duration of the synchronisation period is configurable.
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General

In E-UTRAN, MBMS can be provided with single frequency network mode of operation (MBSFN) only on a frequency
layer shared with non-MBMS services (set of cells supporting both unicast and MBMS transmissions i.e. set of
"MBMS/Unicast-mixed cells").
MBMS reception is possible for UEs in RRC_CONNECTED or RRC_IDLE states. Whenever receiving MBMS
services, a user shall be notified of an incoming call, and originating calls shall be possible. ROHC is not supported for
MBMS.
RNs do not support MBMS.

E-MBMS Logical Architecture

|

15.1.1

|

Figure 15.1.1-1: E-MBMS Logical Architecture
Figure 15.1.1-1 depicts the E-MBMS Logical Architecture.

Multi-cell/multicast Coordination Entity (MCE)
The MCE is a logical entity – this does not preclude the possibility that it may be part of another network element –
whose functions are:
-

the admission control and the allocation of the radio resources used by all eNBs in the MBSFN area for multicell MBMS transmissions using MBSFN operation. The MCE decides not to establish the radio bearer(s) of the
new MBMS service(s) if the radio resources are not sufficient for the corresponding MBMS service(s) or may
pre-empt radio resources from other radio bearer(s) of ongoing MBMS service(s) according to ARP. Besides
allocation of the time/ frequency radio resources this also includes deciding the further details of the radio
configuration e.g. the modulation and coding scheme.

-

deciding on whether to use SC-PTM or MBSFN.

-

counting and acquisition of counting results for MBMS service(s).

-

resumption of MBMS session(s) within MBSFN area(s) based on e.g. the ARP and/or the counting results for the
corresponding MBMS service(s).

-

suspension of MBMS session(s) within MBSFN area(s) based e.g. the ARP and/or on the counting results for the
corresponding MBMS service(s).

NOTE:

In case of distributed MCE architecture, the MCE manages the above functions for a single eNB of a
MBSFN. The coordination of the functions between MCEs is provided by OAM, if needed.

The MCE is involved in MBMS Session Control Signalling. The MCE does not perform UE - MCE signalling.
An eNB is served by a single MCE.
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E-MBMS Gateway (MBMS GW)
The MBMS GW is a logical entity – this does not preclude the possibility that it may be part of another network
element – that is present between the BMSC and eNBs whose principal functions is the sending/broadcasting of MBMS
packets to each eNB transmitting the service. The MBMS GW uses IP Multicast as the means of forwarding MBMS
user data to the eNB. The MBMS GW performs MBMS Session Control Signalling (Session start/update/stop) towards
the E-UTRAN via MME.

Control Plane Interfaces
"M3" Interface: MCE – MME
An Application Part is defined for this interface between MME and MCE. This application part allows for MBMS
Session Control Signalling on E-RAB level (i.e. does not convey radio configuration data). The procedures comprise
e.g. MBMS Session Start and Stop. SCTP is used as signalling transport i.e. Point-to-Point signalling is applied.

"M2" Interface: MCE – eNB
An Application Part is defined for this interface, which conveys at least radio configuration data for the multi-cell
transmission mode eNBs and Session Control Signalling. SCTP is used as signalling transport i.e. Point-to-Point
signalling is applied.

User Plane Interface
"M1" Interface: MBMS GW – eNB
This interface is a pure user plane interface. Consequently no Control Plane Application Part is defined for this interface.
IP Multicast is used for point-to-multipoint delivery of user packets.

Deployment consideration
The two envisaged alternatives are shown in Figure 15.1.1-2.
The architecture on the right part is defined as the "distributed MCE architecture". In this architecture, a MCE is part of
the eNB and the M2 interface should be kept between the MCE and the corresponding eNB.
The architecture on the left part is defined as the "centralized MCE architecture". In this architecture, the MCE is a
logical entity which means it can be deployed as a stand-alone physical entity or collocated in another physical entity
e.g. eNB. In both cases of the centralized MCE architecture, the M2 interface is kept between the MCE and all eNB(s)
belonging to the corresponding MBSFN area.
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Figure 15.1.1-2: eMBMS Architecture deployment alternatives
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E-MBMS User Plane Protocol Architecture

The overall U-plane architecture of content synchronization is shown in Figure 15.1.2-1. This architecture is based on
the functional allocation for Unicast and the SYNC protocol layer is defined additionally on transport network layer to
support content synchronization mechanism.
UE

eNB

BM-SC
MBMS
Gateway

MBMS
packet

MBMS
packet

SYNC

RLC

RLC

MAC

MAC

PHY

PHY

SYNC

TNL

TNL

TNL

M1
SYNC: Protocol to synchronise
data used to generate a certain
radio frame

Figure 15.1.2-1: The overall u-plane architecture of the MBMS content synchronization
The SYNC protocol is defined as a protocol to carry additional information that enable eNBs to identify the timing for
radio frame transmission and detect packet loss. Every E-MBMS service uses its own SYNC entity. The SYNC
protocol is applicable to DL and is terminated in the BM-SC.

15.1.3

E-MBMS Control Plane Protocol Architecture

The E-MBMS C-plane protocol architecture is shown in Figure 15.1.3-1.
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Figure 15.1.3-1: The E-MBMS c-plane architecture
MCCH is terminated in the eNB on the network side. How to achieve the synchronisation of MCCH signalling is
described in subclause 15.3.8.

15.2

MBMS Cells

15.2.1

MBMS-dedicated cell

Void
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MBMS/Unicast-mixed cell

In E-UTRAN, MBMS is only supported in a carrier shared with unicast traffic. Cells performing MBMS transmissions
are referred to as MBMS/Unicast-mixed cells. MBMS is not supported for HeNB.
For MBMS/Unicast mixed cells:
-

MTCH and MCCH are mapped on MCH for MBSFN transmission;

-

SC-MTCH and SC-MCCH are mapped on DL-SCH for SC-PTM transmission;

-

Transmission of both unicast and MBMS in the cell is done in a co-ordinated manner.

15.3

MBMS Transmission

15.3.1

General

Transmission of a MBMS in E-UTRAN uses either MBSFN transmission or SC-PTM transmission. The MCE makes
the decision on whether to use SC-PTM or MBSFN for each MBMS session.

15.3.2

Single-cell transmission

Single-cell transmission of MBMS is characterized by:
-

MBMS is transmitted in the coverage of a single cell;

-

One SC-MCCH and one or more SC-MTCH(s) are mapped on DL-SCH;

-

Scheduling is done by the eNB;

-

SC-MCCH and SC-MTCH transmissions are each indicated by a logical channel specific RNTI on PDCCH
(there is a one-to-one mapping between TMGI and G-RNTI used for the reception of the DL-SCH to which a
SC-MTCH is mapped);

-

A single transmission is used for DL-SCH (i.e. neither blind HARQ repetitions nor RLC quick repeat) on which
SC-MCCH or SC-MTCH is mapped;

-

SC-MCCH and SC-MTCH use the RLC-UM mode.

For each SC-MTCH, the following scheduling information is provided on SC-MCCH:
-

SC-MTCH scheduling cycle;

-

SC-MTCH on-duration: duration in downlink subframes that the UE waits for, after waking up from DRX, to
receive PDCCHs. If the UE successfully decodes a PDCCH indicating the DL-SCH to which this SC-MTCH is
mapped, the UE stays awake and starts the inactivity timer;

-

SC-MTCH inactivity-timer: duration in downlink subframes that the UE waits to successfully decode a
PDCCH, from the last successful decoding of a PDCCH indicating the DL-SCH to which this SC-MTCH is
mapped, failing which it re-enters DRX. The UE shall restart the inactivity timer following a single successful
decoding of a PDCCH.

NOTE 1: The SC-PTM reception opportunities are independent of the unicast DRX scheme.
NOTE 2: The SC-MTCH inactivity-timer may be set to 0.
NOTE 3: Although the above parameters are per SC-MTCH (i.e. per MBMS service), the network may configure
the same scheduling pattern for multiple SC-MTCHs (i.e. multiple MBMS services).

15.3.3

Multi-cell transmission

Multi-cell transmission of MBMS is characterized by:
-

Synchronous transmission of MBMS within its MBSFN Area;
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-

Combining of MBMS transmission from multiple cells is supported;

-

Scheduling of each MCH is done by the MCE;

-

A single transmission is used for MCH (i.e. neither blind HARQ repetitions nor RLC quick repeat);

-

A single Transport Block is used per TTI for MCH transmission, that TB uses all the MBSFN resources in that
subframe;

-

MTCH and MCCH can be multiplexed on the same MCH and are mapped on MCH for p-t-m transmission;

-

MTCH and MCCH use the RLC-UM mode;

-

The MAC subheader indicates the LCID for MTCH and MCCH;

-

The MBSFN Synchronization Area, the MBSFN Area, and the MBSFN cells are semi-statically configured e.g.
by O&M;

-

MBSFN areas are static, unless changed by O&M (i.e. no dynamic change of areas);

NOTE:

The UE is not required to receive services from more than one MBSFN Area simultaneously and may
support only a limited number of MTCHs.

Multiple MBMS services can be mapped to the same MCH and one MCH contains data belonging to only one MBSFN
Area. An MBSFN Area contains one or more MCHs. An MCH specific MCS is used for all subframes of the MCH that
do not use the MCS indicated in BCCH. All MCHs have the same coverage area.
For MCCH and MTCH, the UE shall not perform RLC re-establishment at cell change between cells of the same
MBSFN area. Within the MBSFN subframes, all MCHs within the same MBSFN area occupy a pattern of subframes,
not necessarily adjacent in time, that is common for all these MCHs and is therefore called the Common Subframe
Allocation (CSA) Pattern. The CSA pattern is periodically repeated with the CSA period. The actual MCH subframe
allocation (MSA) for every MCH carrying MTCH is defined by the CSA pattern, the CSA period, and the MSA end,
that are all signalled on MCCH. The MSA end indicates the last subframe of the MCH within the CSA period.
Consequently, the MCHs are time multiplexed within the CSA period, which finally defines the interleaving degree
between the MCHs. It shall be possible for MCHs to not use all MBSFN resources signalled as part of the Rel-8
MBSFN signalling. Further, such MBSFN resource can be shared for more than one purpose (MBMS, Positioning, etc.).
During one MCH scheduling period (MSP), which is configurable per MCH, the eNB applies MAC multiplexing of
different MTCHs and optionally MCCH to be transmitted on this MCH.
MCH scheduling information (MSI) is provided per MCH to indicate which subframes are used by each MTCH during
the MSP, and to indicate whether transmission for an MTCH is going to be, or has been, suspended by the eNode B.
The following principles are used for the MSI:
-

it is used both when services are multiplexed onto the MCH and when only a single service is transmitted on the
MCH;

-

it is generated by the eNB and provided once at the beginning of the MSP;

-

it has higher scheduling priority than the MCCH and, when needed, it appears first in the PDU;

-

it allows the receiver to determine what subframes are used by every MTCH, sessions are scheduled in the order
in which they are included in the MCCH session list;

-

it is carried in a MAC control element which cannot be segmented;

-

it carries the mapping of MTCHs to the subframes of the associated MSP. This mapping is based on the
indexing of subframes belonging to one MSP;

-

it carries an indication of whether the transmission of an MTCH is to be suspended by the eNode B.

The content synchronization for multi-cell transmission is provided by the following principles:
1. All eNBs in a given MBSFN Synchronization Area have a synchronized radio frame timing such that the radio
frames are transmitted at the same time and have the same SFN.
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2. All eNBs have the same configuration of RLC/MAC/PHY for each MBMS service, and identical information
(e.g. time information, transmission order/priority information) such that synchronized MCH scheduling in the
eNBs is ensured. These are indicated in advance by the MCE.
3. An E-MBMS GW sends/broadcasts MBMS packet with the SYNC protocol to each eNB transmitting the service.
4. The SYNC protocol provides additional information so that the eNBs identify the transmission radio frame(s).
The E-MBMS GW does not need accurate knowledge of radio resource allocation in terms of exact time division
(e.g. exact start time of the radio frame transmission).
5. eNB buffers MBMS packet and waits for the transmission timing indicated in the SYNC protocol.
6. The segmentation/concatenation is needed for MBMS packets and should be totally up to the RLC/MAC layer in
eNB.
7. The SYNC protocol provides means to detect packet loss(es) and supports a recovery mechanism robust against
loss of consecutive PDU packets (MBMS Packets with SYNC Header).
8. For the packet loss case the transmission of radio blocks potentially impacted by the lost packet should be muted.
9. The mechanism supports indication or detection of MBMS data burst termination (e.g. to identify and alternately
use available spare resources related to pauses in the MBMS PDU data flow).
10. If two or more consecutive SYNC SDUs within a SYNC bearer are not received by the eNB, or if no SYNC
PDUs of Type 0 or 3 are received for some synchronization sequence, the eNB may mute the exact subframes
impacted by lost SYNC PDUs using information provided by SYNC protocol. If not muting only those exact
subframes, the eNB stops transmitting the associated MCH from the subframe corresponding to the consecutive
losses until the end of the corresponding MSP and it does not transmit in the subframe corresponding to the MSI
of that MSP.
11. The eNB sets VT(US) to zero in the RLC UM entity corresponding to an MCCH at its modification period
boundary.
12. The eNB sets VT(US) to zero in each RLC UM entity corresponding to an MTCH at the beginning of its MSP.
13. The eNB sets every bit in the MAC padding on MCH to "0".
14. The eNB’s RLC concatenates as many RLC SDUs from the same radio bearer as possible.
15. The eNB’s MAC multiplexes as many RLC PDUs as fit in the Transport Block.
16. The eNB sets every padding bit in the RLC UM PDU corresponding to an MTCH or MCCH to "0".
17. A MAC PDU including a MAC subheader for a MTCH MAC SDU always includes non-zero size of MTCH
MAC SDU.
18. A MAC PDU including a MAC subheader for a MSI MAC control element always includes non-zero size of
MSI MAC control element.

15.3.4

MBMS Reception States

UEs that are receiving MTCH and/or SC-MTCH transmissions can be in RRC_IDLE or RRC_CONNECTED state.

15.3.5

MCCH Structure

The following principles govern the MCCH structure:
-

One MBSFN Area is associated with one MCCH and one MCCH corresponds to one MBSFN Area;

-

The MCCH is sent on MCH;

-

MCCH consists of a single MBSFN Area configuration RRC message which lists all the MBMS services with
ongoing sessions and an optional MBMS counting request message which, when present, comes after the former
message in the repetition period;

-

MCCH is transmitted by all cells within an MBSFN Area, except the MBSFN Area Reserved Cells;
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-

MCCH is transmitted by RRC every MCCH repetition period;

-

MCCH uses a modification period;

-

A notification mechanism is used to announce changes of MCCH due to either Session Start or the presence of
an MBMS counting request message;

-

-

The notification is sent periodically throughout the modification period preceding the change of MCCH, in
MBSFN subframes configured for notification;

-

The DCI format 1C with M-RNTI is used for notification and includes an 8-bit bitmap to indicate the one or
more MBSFN Area(s) in which the MCCH change(s);

-

The UE monitors more than one notification subframe per modification period;

-

When the UE receives a notification, it acquires the MCCH at the next modification period boundary;

The UE detects changes to MCCH which are not announced by the notification mechanism by MCCH
monitoring at the modification period.

15.3.5a SC-MCCH structure
The following principles govern the SC-MCCH structure:
-

there is one SC-MCCH per cell;

-

the SC-MCCH is sent on DL-SCH;

-

the SC-MCCH provides the list of all MBMS services with ongoing sessions transmitted on SC-MTCH(s),
including for each MBMS service TMGI and optional session ID, associated G-RNTI and scheduling
information;

-

SC-MCCH is transmitted by RRC every SC-MCCH repetition period;

-

SC-MCCH uses a modification period;

-

A notification mechanism is used to announce changes of SC-MCCH due to Session Start:

-

-

The notification is sent in the first subframe in a repetition period where the SC-MCCH can be scheduled.
The notification is sent using the DCI format 1C with SC-N-RNTI and one bit within the 8-bit bitmap;

-

When the UE receives a notification, it acquires the SC-MCCH in the same subframe;

The UE detects changes to SC-MCCH which are not announced by the notification mechanism by SC-MCCH
monitoring at the modification period.

15.3.6

MBMS signalling on BCCH

-

BCCH only points to the resources where the MCCH(s)/SC-MCCH can be found i.e. it does not indicate the
availability of the services;

-

For each MCCH, BCCH indicates independently:

-

-

the scheduling of the MCCH for multi-cell transmission on MCH;

-

the MCCH modification period, repetition period radio frame offset and subframe allocation;

-

an MCS which applies to the subframes indicated for MCCH scheduling and for the first subframe of all
MSPs in that MBSFN Area.

For the notification commonly used for all MCCH, BCCH:
-

configures the position of the MCCH change notification subframe and the number of occasions monitored
by the UE;

-

indicates the mapping between the PDCCH bit(s) carried in the notification and the MCCH(s).
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BCCH indicates the SC-MCCH modification period, SC-MCCH repetition period and SC-MCCH subframe
offset.

15.3.7

MBMS User Data flow synchronisation

The synchronised radio interface transmission from the cells controlled by different eNBs requires a SYNC-protocol
support between the BM-SC and the eNBs.
As part of the SYNC-protocol procedures the BM-SC shall include within the SYNC PDU packets a time stamp which
tells the timing based on which the eNB sends MBMS data over the air interface. This time stamp is based on a
common time reference, and common start of the first synchronisation period available at the BM-SC and the concerned
eNBs and represents a relative time value which refers to the start time of the synchronisation period.
The BM-SC shall set the timestamp of all SYNC PDU packets in one synchronisation sequence of an MBMS service to
the same value. The BM-SC should take into account the following factors for setting the timestamp: arrival time of
data, the Maximum Transmission Delay from the BM-SC to the farthermost eNB, the length of the synchronisation
sequence used for time stamping and other extra delay (e.g. processing delay in the eNB). The MSP length is one or
multiple times of the synchronisation sequence length for MBMS services in the MCH.
MBMS user data shall be time-stamped based on separable synchronisation sequences which are tied to multiples of the
TTI length. Each synchronisation sequence for each service is denoted by a single timestamp value working in such a
manner that an increase of the timestamp value by one or more synchronisation sequence lengths shall be interpreted as
an implicit start-of-a-new-synchronisation-sequence-indicator, so that the eNB becomes aware that a new sequence is
starting.
The BM-SC does not know the absolute time point at which a TTI starts, but the sequence length for the time stamp is
set by O&M like the delay parameters. The BM-SC will use the delay parameters to define the transmission time point
of that user data packet and for the following user data packets the sequence length for the time stamp: following user
data packets arriving within e.g. 40ms will receive the same time stamp value as the first data packet, if the sequence
length is set to be 40ms.
In MBSFN operation,the eNB shall schedule the received data packets in the first MSP following the time point
indicated by the timestamp unless the MBMS service is suspended, in which case no packet shall be sent by eNB. When
a suspended MBMS service is resumed, the eNB shall enable the transmission from the beginning of the Modification
Period indicated by the MCCH Update Time.
The elementary procedures related to the SYNC-protocol are defined in [36].
Based on the parameters in the SYNC Header (e.g. Timestamp, Packet Number, Elapsed Octet Counter), the eNB is
able to derive the timing for downlink radio transmission and notice if any SYNC packets are lost during transmission
from BM-SC to the eNB. The eNB is also able to know the size of the lost SYNC packet in case a single SYNC packet
is lost. Furthermore, the eNB may also be able to know the sizes of each lost SYNC packet if multiple consecutive
SYNC packets are lost. Additionally the eNB is able to reorder the PDUs before passing them to RLC processing, if
needed.
At the end of each synchronisation sequence the BM-SC shall send to the eNBs a user data frame, which contains
counter information including 'Total Number Of Packet Counter' and 'Total Number Of Octet' without MBMS payload.
This Total Counter frame is implicitly marking the end-of-sync.seq. The Total Counter frame without payload may be
repeated in order to improve the reliability of the delivery to the eNBs.
In MBSFN operation, in case the SYNC protocol delivers more data for an MCH than the air interface can transport in
the scheduling period, the following procedure shall be used by the eNB. As long as the eNB must drop a packet
because it has too much data for this MCH scheduling period, it does the following,
-

select the last bearer according to the order in the MCCH list with a SYNC SDU available for dropping;

-

for the selected bearer, drop the available SYNC SDU with the highest Packet Number among the SYNC SDUs
with the latest Timestamp.

A SYNC SDU is considered available for dropping when the eNB knows its size and it has not been dropped by the
eNB.
In SC-PTM operation, if/how to use the timestamp information is left to eNB implementation.
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Synchronisation of MCCH Update Signalling via M2

The synchronised radio interface transmission from the cells controlled by different eNBs require means to ensure that
the MCCH content is updated at the same modification period border in each cell belonging to the same MBSFN Area.
The MCE and the concerned eNBs maintain a common time reference which allows each node to be aware of the
modification period boundary within an MBSFN Area. In addition, each node maintains a counter of modification
periods which is incremented by one at each modification period boundary. This counter which is based on common
start of the first MCCH modification period, allows the MCE to indicate to the eNBs at which modification period the
MCCH update shall take place. The MCE shall ensure that it starts to inform all eNBs within the MBSFN Area well in
advance. In case of the simultaneously change of the MCCH information and the MCCH related BCCH information,
the eNB may use this counter to decide after which BCCH modification period the MCCH related BCCH information
update takes place.

15.3.9

IP Multicast Distribution

To improve the transport efficiency the IP Multicast shall be used for the MBMS payload distribution in the backbone
network between the MBMS-GW and the eNBs that have joined the IP Multicast Group.
The MBMS-GW allocates the Transport Layer Address(es) used for the IP multicast and the DL TEID used for the M1
Transport association. The MBMS-GW sends this information to the MME(s) during the Session Start procedure. The
MCE(s) receives these parameters from the MME in the MBMS Session Start Request message. The MCE passes the
received parameters including at least one set of the Transport Layer Address to the relevant eNBs.
If the eNB accepts the MBMS Session Start request, or if it is required following the acceptance of the MBMS Session
Update request, the eNB joins the channel (IP Multicast and Source address) to the backbone in order to join the bearer
service multicast distribution.
The MBMS payload is forwarded by the MBMS-GW towards the IP Multicast address(es). The eNBs having joined
that IP Multicast will receive the user data packets (SYNC PDU) together with the synchronisation-related information
in header part of SYNC PDU.

15.4

Service Continuity

Mobility procedures for MBMS reception allow the UE to start or continue receiving MBMS service(s) via MBSFN or
SC-PTM when changing cell(s). For each MBMS service provided using SC-PTM, E-UTRAN indicates in the SCMCCH the list of neighbour cells providing this MBMS service so that the UE can request unicast reception of the
service before changing to a cell not providing the MBMS service using SC-PTM.
For MBSFN transmission, E-UTRAN procedures provide support for service continuity with respect to mobility within
the same MBSFN area. Within the same geographic area, MBMS services can be provided on more than one frequency
and the frequencies used to provide MBMS services may change from one geographic area to another within a PLMN.
UEs that are receiving MBMS service(s) in RRC_IDLE state performing cell reselection or are in RRC_CONNECTED
state obtain target cell (SC-)MTCH information from the target cell (SC-)MCCH.
To avoid the need to read MBMS related system information and potentially (SC-)MCCH on neighbour frequencies, the
UE is made aware of which frequency is providing which MBMS services via MBSFN or SC-PTM through the
combination of the following MBMS assistance information:
-

user service description (USD): in the USD (see 3GPP TS 26.346 [49]), the application/service layer provides
for each service the TMGI, the session start and end time, the frequencies and the MBMS service area identities
(MBMS SAIs, see definition in section 15.3 of 3GPP TS 23.003 [26]) belonging to the MBMS service area (see
definition in 3GPP TS 23.246 [48]);

-

system information: MBMS and non-MBMS cells indicate in SystemInformationBlockType15 the MBMS SAIs
of the current frequency and of each neighbour frequency.

The MBMS SAIs of the neighbouring cell may be provided by X2 signalling (i.e. X2 Setup and eNB Configuration
Update procedures) or/and OAM.
When applying the procedures described below for UEs in RRC_IDLE and RRC_CONNECTED state:
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-

the UE does not need to verify that a frequency is providing a MBMS service by acquiring (SC-)MCCH and may
apply these procedures even though a MBMS service is not provided via MBSFN or SC-PTM;

-

the UE may consider that a service is provided if a session of this service is ongoing as derived from the session
start and end times indicated for this service in the USD and if a frequency provides this service;

-

the UE determines the frequency on which a service is provided according to the following:
-

if the serving cell provides SystemInformationBlockType15, the UE considers that a frequency is providing
the MBMS service via MBSFN or SC-PTM if and only if one of the MBMS SAI(s) of this frequency as
indicated in SystemInformationBlockType15 of the serving cell is indicated for this MBMS service in the
USD;

-

if the serving cell does not provide SystemInformationBlockType15, the UE in RRC_IDLE state may
consider that a frequency included in the USD for the MBMS service is providing this MBMS service as long
as the UE reselects cells where SystemInformationBlockType13 is provided.

In RRC_IDLE, the UE applies the normal cell reselection rules with the following modifications:
-

the UE which is receiving MBMS service(s) via MBSFN or SC-PTM and can only receive these MBMS
service(s) via MBSFN or SC-PTM while camping on the frequency providing these MBMS service(s) is allowed
to make this frequency highest priority;

-

the UE which is interested in receiving MBMS service(s) via MBSFN or SC-PTM and can only receive these
MBMS service(s) via MBSFN or SC-PTM while camping on the frequency providing these MBMS service(s) is
allowed to make this frequency highest priority when it intends to receive these MBMS service(s);

-

when the MBMS service(s) which the UE is interested in are no longer available (after the end of the session) or
the UE is no longer interested in receiving the service(s), the UE no longer prioritises the frequency providing
these MBMS service(s);

NOTE 1: In RRC IDLE, when the above modifications to cell reselection rules are applied, the prioritization
between the frequency providing these MBMS service(s) and the frequency of a CSG cell, and the
autonomous search are left to UE implementation.
In RRC_CONNECTED, the UE that is receiving or interested to receive MBMS via MBSFN or SC-PTM informs the
network about its MBMS interest via a RRC message and the network does its best to ensure that the UE is able to
receive MBMS and unicast services subject to the UE’s capabilities:
-

the UE indicates the frequencies which provide the service(s) that the UE is receiving or is interested to receive
simultaneously, and which can be received simultaneously in accordance with the UE capabilities.

-

if the PCell broadcasts SystemInformationBlockType20, the UE also indicates the list of services that the UE is
receiving or is interested to receive on the indicated frequencies.

-

the UE indicates its MBMS interest at RRC connection establishment (the UE does not need to wait until AS
security is activated), and whenever the set of frequencies on which the UE is interested in receiving MBMS
services has changed compared with the last indication sent to the network (e.g. due to a change of user interest
or of service availability), and whenever the list of MBMS services that the UE is interested in receiving has
changed compared with the last indication sent to the network.

-

the UE may only indicate its interest when the PCell provides SystemInformationBlockType15 and after having
acquired SystemInformationBlockType15 of the current PCell.

-

the UE may indicate its MBMS interest even if the current configured serving cell(s) do not prevent it from
receiving the MBMS services it is interested in.

-

the UE indicates with a single bit whether it prioritises MBMS reception over unicast. This priority indication
applies to all unicast bearers and all MBMS frequencies. It is sent whether the MBMS frequencies are congested
or not.

- the E-UTRAN reuses the SupportedBandCombination IE to derive the UEs MBMS related reception capabilities,
i.e. the E-UTRAN tries to ensure that the UE is able to receive MBMS and unicast bearers by providing them on
the frequencies indicated in SupportedBandCombination IE signalled by the UE. The UE supporting MBMS
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reception via MBSFN or SC-PTM shall support MBMS reception via MBSFN or SC-PTM respectively, on any
serving cell and on any cell that may be additionally configured as serving cell according to the UE capabilities.
-

the E-UTRAN tries to ensure that the UE which does not support simultaneous reception of unicast transmission
and SC-PTM transmission in one subframe on one carrier is able to receive the indicated MBMS services
transmitted via SC-PTM and to receive unicast bearers by scheduling them in different subframes.

-

for handover preparation, the source eNB transfers the MBMS interest of the UE, if available, to the target eNB.
After handover, the UE reads SystemInformationBlockType15 before updating its MBMS interest. If
SystemInformationBlockType15 is provided on the target cell but not on the source cell, the UE indicates its
MBMS interest after handover.

If MBMS is prioritised and the unicast connection cannot be maintained because of congestion on the MBMS carrier
then the E-UTRAN releases unicast bearers. It is left to E-UTRAN implementation whether all bearers or only GBR
bearers are released. The E-UTRAN does not trigger re-establishment of the released unicast bearers. For congestion
control, the E-UTRAN can rely on existing access control mechanisms.
The E-UTRAN may take into account the UE priority for MBMS or unicast reception when receiving an indication of
proximity to a CSG cell from a UE which also indicated interest in MBMS reception (or vice-versa).

15.5

Network sharing

Unicast mobility shall not be affected by the sharing of MBMS resources by operators.

15.6

Network Functions for Support of Multiplexing

Considerable gain in radio resource efficiency can be achieved by multiplexing several E-MBMS services on a single
MCH. The services that share the resources are called E-MBMS Service Multiplex. The amount of common radio
resources allocated to such an E-MBMS Service Multiplex can be smaller than the sum of radio resources, which would
need to be allocated for the individual services without multiplexing. This represents the statistical multiplexing gain.
The MCE manages the E-MBMS Service Multiplex e.g. deciding which services are to be multiplexed on which MCH.
The duration of each E-MBMS service may be different, so there is a need to manage the Service Multiplex
dynamically, i.e. addition or removal of services into/from the E-MBMS Service Multiplex. The MCE allocates the
optimal amount of resources to multiplexed services, using service related information. The MCE selects the CSA
pattern for the MCHs and also the order in which the services appear in the MCCH. MBSFN transmission is ensured by
identical multiplexing of the services in all cells belonging to the same MBSFN area. The location of the multiplexing
function is in the eNB MAC layer.
These functions are supported by respective signalling information on M2 interface. This scheduling information is sent
to all eNBs via the M2 interface procedure "MBMS Scheduling Information".
eNB

MCE
MBMS SCHEDULING INFORMATION

MBMS SCHEDULING INFORMATION RESPONSE

Figure 15.6.1 MBMS Scheduling Information procedure message flow on M2 interface

15.7

Procedures

15.7.1

Procedures for Broadcast mode

15.7.1.1

Session Start procedure

The purpose of the MBMS Session Start procedure is to request the E-UTRAN to notify UEs about an upcoming
MBMS Session of a given MBMS Bearer Service and to establish an MBMS E-RAB for this MBMS Session. The
MBMS Session Start procedure is triggered by the EPC.
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MME
1. MBMS Session
Start Request.

3. MBMS Session
Start Request

2. MBMS Session Start
Response.

4. MBMS Session
Start Response.

5. MBMS Scheduling
Information

6. MBMS Scheduling
Information Response
7. MBMS session
start

8. eNB will join the IP
Multicast group for the user
plane data delivery
9. Synchronized
MBMS user data

Figure 15.7.1.1-1. Session Start procedure
1. The MME sends MBMS session start request message to the MCE(s) controlling eNBs in the targeted MBMS
service area. The message includes the IP multicast address, session attributes and the minimum time to wait
before the first data delivery, and includes the list of cell identities if available.
2. T he MCE decides whether to use SC-PTM or MBSFN to carry the MBMS bearer over the air interface.
In MBSFN operation, the MCE checks whether the radio resources are sufficient for the establishment of new
MBMS service(s) in the area it controls. If not, MCE decides not to establish the radio bearers of the MBMS
service(s) and does not forward the MBMS session start request message to the involved eNBs, or may pre-empt
radio resources from other radio bearer(s) of ongoing MBMS service(s) according to ARP. The MCE confirms
the reception of the MBMS Session Start request to the MME. This message can be transmitted before the step 4.
Only in case of distributed MCE architecture radio resource setup is scheduled according to the parameter "time
of MBMS data transfer" which indicates an absolute start time of data delivery, otherwise according to the
"minimum time to MBMS data transfer" parameter.
In SC-PTM operation, the MCE only confirms the reception of the MBMS Session Start request to the MME,
after the MCE receives at least one confirmation from the eNB(s) (i.e. Step 4).
3. In MBSFN operation, the MCE sends the MBMS Session Start Request message to the relevant eNBs. If the
MBMS Session Start message includes the MBMS Service Area Identity with value 0 as defined in TS 23.003
[26], the MCE shall consider that all those eNBs supporting the PLMN as indicated by the received MBMS
Session Start Request message are involved. The MCE then determines in which MBSFN area(s) the service
should be delivered.
In SC-PTM operation, the MCE includes the SC-PTM information (i.e. list of cell identities and QoS
information received from the MME in Step 1) , in the MBMS Session Start Request message to the relevant
eNBs.
NOTE:

When to send the MBMS Session Start message from MCE to eNB according to the minimum time to
wait indication is an MCE implementation issue.
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4. In MBSFN operation, eNB confirms the reception of the MBMS Session Start message.
In SC-PTM operation, the eNB checks whether the radio resources are sufficient for the establishment of new
MBMS service(s) in the area it controls. If not, eNB decides not to establish the radio bearers of the MBMS
service(s), or may pre-empt radio resources from other radio bearer(s) according to ARP. eNB confirms the
reception of the MBMS Session Start message.
Step 5 and 6 are only applicable to MBSFN operation.
5. MCE sends the MBMS Scheduling Information message to the eNB including the updated MCCH information
which carries the MBMS service’s configuration information. This message can be transmitted before the step 3.
6. eNB confirms the reception of the MBMS Scheduling Information message.
7. eNB indicates MBMS session start to UEs by MCCH change notification and updated MCCH information which
carries the MBMS service’s configuration information.
8. eNB joins the IP multicast group to receive the MBMS User Plane data.
9. eNB sends the MBMS data to radio interface; In MBSFN operation, the MBMS data is sent at the determined
time.

15.7.1.2

Session Stop procedure

The MBMS Session Stop procedure is to request the E-UTRAN to notify UEs about the end of a given MBMS Session
and to release the corresponding MBMS E-RAB this MBMS Session. The MBMS Session Stop procedure is triggered
by the EPC.

UE

eNB

MCE

MME

1. MBMS Session Stop
Request

3. MBMS Session Stop
Request

2. MBMS Session Stop
Response

4. MBMS Session Stop
Response
5. MBMS Scheduling
Information
6. MBMS Scheduling
Information Response
7. MBMS Session Stop

8. RR Release
eNB will leave the IP
multicast group for the user
plane data delivery

Figure 15.7.1.2-1. Session Stop procedure
1. The MME sends MBMS session stop request message to the MCE(s) controlling eNBs in the targeted MBMS
service area.
2. MCE confirms the reception of the MBMS Session stop request to the MME.
3. MCE forwards the MBMS Session stop message to the relevant eNBs.
4. eNB confirms the reception of the MBMS Session stop message.
Step 5 and 6 are only applicable to MBSFN operation.
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5. MCE sends the MBMS Scheduling Information message to the eNB including the updated MCCH information
which carries the MBMS service’s configuration information. This message can be transmitted before the step 3.
6. eNB confirms the reception of the MBMS Scheduling Information message.
7. eNB indicates MBMS session stop to UEs by removing any service configuration associated with the stopped
session from the updated MCCH message.
8. The corresponding E-RAB is released, and eNB leaves the IP multicast group.

15.7a

M1 Interface

15.7a.1 M1 User Plane
The M1 user plane interface is defined between the eNB and the MBMS GW. The M1 user plane interface provides non
guaranteed delivery of user plane PDUs between the eNB and the MBMS GW. The user plane protocol stack on the M1
interface is shown in Figure 15.7a.1-1. The transport network layer is built on IP transport and GTP-U is used on top of
UDP/IP to carry the user plane PDUs between the eNB and the MBMS GW.

User plane PDUs

GTP-U
UDP
IP
Data link layer
Physical layer
Figure 15.7a.1-1: M1 Interface User Plane (eNB – MBMS GW)

15.8

M2 Interface

15.8.1

M2 Control Plane

The M2 control plane interface is defined between the eNB and the MCE. The control plane protocol stack of the M2
interface is shown on Figure 15.8.1-1. The transport network layer is built on IP transport, for the reliable transport of
signalling messages SCTP is added on top of IP. The application layer signalling protocol is referred to as M2AP (M2
Application Protocol).
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M2AP

SCTP
IP
Data link layer
Physical layer

Figure 15.8.1-1: M2 Interface Control Plane (eNB-MCE)
The SCTP layer provides the guaranteed delivery of application layer messages.
In the transport IP layer point-to-point transmission is used to deliver the signalling PDUs.
A single SCTP association per eNB-MCE interface instance shall be used with one pair of stream identifiers for M2
common procedures. Only a few pairs of stream identifiers should be used for M2 MBMS-service-associated
procedures. eNB and MCE communication context identifiers that are assigned by the eNB and the MCE for M2
MBMS-service-associated procedures shall be used to distinguish MBMS service specific M2 signalling transport
bearers. The communication context identifiers are conveyed in the respective M2AP messages.

15.8.2

M2 Interface Functions

15.8.2.1

General

The M2 interface provides the following functions:
-

MBMS Session Handling Function:
-

MBMS Session Start, MBMS Session Stop, MBMS Session Update.

-

MBMS Scheduling Information Provision Function.

-

M2 Interface Management Function:
-

Reset, Error Indication, Restoration.

-

M2 Configuration Function.

-

MBMS Service Counting Function.

-

MBMS Service Suspension and Resumption Function.

15.8.2.2

MBMS Session Handling Function

The MBMS Session Handling Function enables the MCE to provide Session Start, Session Stop and Session Update
messages to the eNBs it is connected to. The MCE provides the information of the MBMS session, e.g., the MBMS
Service Area information, and the SC-PTM information to the eNB, where the SC-PTM information is included only in
case of SC-PTM operation.

15.8.2.3

MBMS Scheduling Information Provision Function

The MBMS Scheduling Information Provision Function enables the MCE to configure MCCH content according to the
expected or ongoing MBMS services, and to configure MCH Scheduling Information for suspension notification.

15.8.2.4

M2 Interface Management Function

The M2 interface management functions provide:
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-

means to ensure a defined start of the M2 interface operation (reset);

-

means to handle different versions of application part implementations and protocol errors (error indication);

-

means to restore services following an eNB failure or an M2 path failure (restoration). The Restoration function
enables the MCE to restore in the eNB the MBMS sessions. This restoration function is implemented by the
MBMS Session Start procedure.

15.8.2.5

M2 Configuration Function

The M2 Configuration Function allows the eNB and MCE to exchange configuration information necessary for the
operation of the M2 interface, and MCCH related BCCH content.

15.8.2.6

MBMS Service Counting Function

The MBMS Service Counting Function enables the MCE to perform counting and to receive counting results per
MBMS service(s) within MBSFN area(s). MCE can perform counting only for those MBMS service(s) for which access
has not been denied by the admission control function for the corresponding MBMS session(s).

15.8.2.7

MBMS Service Suspension and Resumption Function

The MBMS Service Suspension and Resumption Function enables the MCE to request the eNB that it may release the
allocated RAN resources, may leave the IP multicast if already joined, shall update the MCCH information and shall
suspend the MBSFN transmission while keeping the MBMS context for that service in the eNB. If the MCE
subsequently requests the eNB for resumption, then the eNB shall allocate the RAN resources, shall send the MCCH
change notification, shall update the MCCH information, shall resume the MBSFN transmission and shall join IP
multicast if previously left. This MBMS Services Suspension and Resumption function is implemented by the MBMS
Scheduling Information procedure as described in subclause 15.8.3.3.
Suspension/Resumption of MBMS service provision is applied to a whole MBSFN area.

15.8.2.8

MBMS Overload Notification Function

The MBMS Overload Notification Function enables the eNB to notify the MCE about MBMS overload status.

15.8.3
15.8.3.1

M2 Interface Signalling Procedures
General

The elementary procedures supported by the M2AP protocol are listed in Table 2 and Table 3 of TS 36.443 [44].

15.8.3.2

MBMS Session signalling procedure

The MBMS Session signalling procedure enables the MCE to deliver Session Start, Session Stop and Session Update
messages to the concerned eNBs. At Session Start and Session Update, the MCE provides the information of the
MBMS session, e.g., the MBMS Service Area information, and the SC-PTM information to the eNB, where the SCPTM information is included only in case of SC-PTM operation.

15.8.3.3

MBMS Scheduling Information procedure

The MBMS Scheduling Information procedure enables the MCE to update MCCH information whenever necessary.
Typically, the MCE issues an MBMS Scheduling Information procedure before user data transmission for an
announced MBMS service starts or after it has ended.
The MBMS Scheduling Information procedure also enables the MCE to update MCH Scheduling Information for
suspension notification.

15.8.3.4
15.8.3.4.1

M2 Interface Management procedures
Reset procedure

The Reset procedure is issued in order to re-initialize the peer entity or part of the peer entity after node setup and after
a failure event occurred. This procedure may be initiated by both the eNB and MCE.
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Error Indication procedure

The Error Indication procedure may be initiated by the eNB and the MCE. It is used to report detected errors in one
incoming message, if an appropriate failure message cannot be reported to the sending entity.

15.8.3.5
15.8.3.5.1

M2 Configuration procedures
M2 Setup procedure

The M2 Setup procedure allows the exchange of configured data which is required in the MCE and in the eNB
respectively to ensure a proper interoperation and MCCH related BCCH content. The M2 Setup procedure is triggered
by the eNB. The M2 Setup procedure is the first M2AP procedure executed on an M2 interface instance.

15.8.3.5.2

eNB Configuration Update procedure

The eNB Configuration Update procedure is used to provide updated configured data in the eNB and receive MCCH
related BCCH content from MCE. The eNB Configuration Update procedure is triggered by the eNB.

15.8.3.5.3

MCE Configuration Update procedure

The MCE Configuration Update procedure is used to provide updated configured data in the MCE and tell eNB updated
MCCH related BCCH content. The MCE Configuration Update procedure is triggered by the MCE.

15.8.3.6
15.8.3.6.1

MBMS Service Counting procedures
MBMS Service Counting procedure

The MBMS Service Counting procedure is used to trigger the eNB to count the number of connected mode UEs that
either are receiving the MBMS service(s) or are interested in the reception of the MBMS service(s).

15.8.3.6.2

MBMS Service Counting Results Report procedure

The MBMS Service Counting Results Report procedure is used by the eNB to provide the MCE with the number of
connected mode UEs that either are receiving the MBMS service(s) or are interested in the reception of the MBMS
service(s) based on counting performed by the eNB.

15.8.3.7

MBMS Overload Notification procedure

The MBMS Overload Notification procedure enables the eNB to notify the MCE about MBMS overload status.

15.9

M3 Interface

15.9.1

M3 Control Plane

The M3 control plane interface is defined between the MME and the MCE. The control plane protocol stack of the M3
interface is shown on Figure 15.9.1-1. The transport network layer is built on IP transport, for the reliable transport of
signalling messages SCTP is added on top of IP. The application layer signalling protocol is referred to as M3AP (M3
Application Protocol).
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M3AP

SCTP
IP
Data link layer
Physical layer

Figure 15.9.1-1: M3 Interface Control Plane (MME-MCE)
The SCTP layer provides the guaranteed delivery of application layer messages.
In the transport IP layer point-to-point transmission is used to deliver the signalling PDUs.
A single SCTP association per MME-MCE interface instance shall be used with one pair of stream identifiers for M3
common procedures. Only a few pairs of stream identifiers should be used for M3 MBMS-service-associated
procedures. MME and MCE communication context identifiers that are assigned by the MME and the MCE for M3
MBMS-service-associated procedures shall be used to distinguish MBMS service specific M3 signalling transport
bearers. The communication context identifiers are conveyed in the respective M3AP messages.

15.9.2

M3 Interface Functions

15.9.2.1

General

The M3 interface provides the following functions:
-

MBMS Session Handling Function:
-

-

M3 Interface Management Function:
-

-

MBMS Session Start, MBMS Session Stop, MBMS Session Update.

Reset, Error Indication, Restoration.

M3 Configuration Function (distributed MCE architecture only, see clause 15.1.1)
-

M3 Setup, MCE Configuration Update.

15.9.2.2

MBMS Session Handling Function

The MBMS Session Handling Function enables the MME to provided Session Start, Session Stop and Session Update
messages to the MCEs it is connected to. The MME provides the information of the MBMS session, e.g., QoS, MBMS
Service Area, and the list of cell identities if available, to the MCEs.
In this release the MBMS Session Update procedure only supports the update of MBMS Service Area, the update of the
list of cell identities, the update of the allocation and retention priority of the MBMS session and the update of time of
MBMS data transfer where the last one is used in the distributed MCE architecture only.

15.9.2.3

M3 Interface Management Function

The M3 interface management functions provide:
-

means to ensure a defined start of the M3 interface operation (reset);

-

means to handle different versions of application part implementations and protocol errors (error indication);
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means to restore services following an MCE failure or an M3 path failure (restoration).The Restoration function
enables the MME to restore in the MCE the MBMS sessions as specified in TS 23.007 [56]. This Restoration
function is implemented by the MBMS Session Start procedure.

15.9.2.4

M3 Configuration Function

The M3 Configuration Function allows the MCE to exchange with the MME node configuration information necessary
for the operation of the M3 interface such as the supported MBMS Service Area information.

15.9.3
15.9.3.1

M3 Interface Signalling Procedures
General

The elementary procedures supported by the M3AP protocol are listed in Table 8-1 and Table 8-2 of TS 36.444 [45].

15.9.3.2

MBMS Session signalling procedure

The MBMS Session signalling procedure enables the MME to deliver Session Start, Session Stop and Session Update
messages to the concerned MCEs. At Session Start and Session Update, the MME provides the information of the
MBMS session, e.g., QoS, MBMS Service Area, and the list of cell identities if available, to the MCEs.
In distributed MCE architecture only, the MME may also provide a "time of MBMS data transfer" to indicate the
absolute start time of data delivery, and a "time of MBMS data stop" to indicate the absolute end time of data delivery.
In this release the MBMS Session Update procedure only supports the update of MBMS Service Area, the update of the
list of cell identities if available, the update of the allocation and retention priority of the MBMS session and the update
of time of MBMS data transfer where the last one is used in the distributed MCE architecture only.

15.9.3.3
15.9.3.3.1

M3 Interface Management procedures
Reset procedure

The Reset procedure is issued in order to re-initialize the peer entity or part of the peer entity after node setup and after
a failure event occurred. This procedure may be initiated by both the MME and MCE.

15.9.3.3.2

Error Indication procedure

The Error Indication procedure may be initiated by the MME and the MCE. It is used to report detected errors in one
incoming message, if an appropriate failure message cannot be reported to the sending entity.

15.9.3.4
15.9.3.4.1

M3 Configuration procedures
M3 Setup procedure

The M3 Setup procedure allows the initial exchange of configured data which is required in the MCE and in the MME
such as the supported MBMS Service Area information. The M3 Setup procedure is initiated by the MCE.

15.9.3.4.2

MCE Configuration Update procedure

The MCE Configuration Update procedure is used to provide updated configured data in the MCE to the MME. The
MCE Configuration Update procedure is triggered by the MCE.

15.10

MBMS Counting

15.10.1 General
MBMS counting in LTE is used to determine if there are sufficient UEs interested in receiving a service to enable the
operator to decide if it is appropriate to deliver the service via MBSFN. It allows the operator to choose between
enabling or disabling MBSFN transmission for the service. MBMS counting applies only to connected mode UEs.
Enabling and disabling MBSFN transmission is realized by MBMS Service Suspension and Resumption function in
subclause 15.8.2.7.
The following principles are used for the MBMS counting:
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Counting is supported for both a service already provided by MBSFN in an MBSFN area as well as for a service
not yet provided via MBSFN in an MBSFN area. A service not yet provided via MBSFN in an MBSFN area
may be:
-

Service provided via unicast bearer.

-

Service not yet provided either by MBSFN or by unicast.

RAN is not aware of MBMS service provisioning through unicast bearers.

15.10.2 Counting Procedure
The Counting Procedure is initiated by the network. Initiation of the Counting Procedure results in a request to each
eNB involved in the providing MBSFN area to send a Counting Request (the Counting Request is included in the
directly extended MCCH message), which contains a list of TMGI's requiring UE feedback. The connected mode UEs
which are receiving or interested in the indicated services will respond with a RRC Counting Response message, which
includes short MBMS service identities (unique within the MBSFN service area) and may optionally include the
information to identify the MBSFN Area (if overlapping is configured).
The following principles are used for the Counting Procedure:
-

Network has means to disable UE counting per service.

-

The UE is able to report on multiple MBMS services via a single Counting Response message.

-

It is unnecessary to retransmit the Counting Response when the UE moves within the same MBSFN area.

-

The network only gets one response from a UE related to one Counting Request message, which is broadcast for
one modification period.

-

The UE cannot automatically indicate to network a change of interest in MBMS service(s).

-

The network counts UE interest per service.

16

Radio Resource Management aspects

The purpose of radio resource management (RRM) is to ensure the efficient use the available radio resources and to
provide mechanisms that enable E-UTRAN to meet radio resource related requirements identified in sub-clause 10 of
3GPP TR 25.913 [2]. In particular, RRM in E-UTRAN provides means to manage (e.g. assign, re-assign and release)
radio resources taking into account single and multi-cell aspects.

16.1

RRM functions

16.1.1

Radio Bearer Control (RBC)

The establishment, maintenance and release of Radio Bearers involve the configuration of radio resources associated
with them. When setting up a radio bearer for a service, radio bearer control (RBC) takes into account the overall
resource situation in E-UTRAN, the QoS requirements of in-progress sessions and the QoS requirement for the new
service. RBC is also concerned with the maintenance of radio bearers of in-progress sessions at the change of the radio
resource situation due to mobility or other reasons. RBC is involved in the release of radio resources associated with
radio bearers at session termination, handover or at other occasions.
RBC is located in the eNB.

16.1.2

Radio Admission Control (RAC)

The task of radio admission control (RAC) is to admit or reject the establishment requests for new radio bearers. In
order to do this, RAC takes into account the overall resource situation in E-UTRAN, the QoS requirements, the priority
levels and the provided QoS of in-progress sessions and the QoS requirement of the new radio bearer request. The goal
of RAC is to ensure high radio resource utilization (by accepting radio bearer requests as long as radio resources
available) and at the same time to ensure proper QoS for in-progress sessions (by rejecting radio bearer requests when
they cannot be accommodated).
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RAC is located in the eNB.

16.1.3

Connection Mobility Control (CMC)

Connection mobility control (CMC) is concerned with the management of radio resources in connection with idle or
connected mode mobility. In idle mode, the cell reselection algorithms are controlled by setting of parameters
(thresholds and hysteresis values) that define the best cell and/or determine when the UE should select a new cell. Also,
E-UTRAN broadcasts parameters that configure the UE measurement and reporting procedures. In connected mode, the
mobility of radio connections has to be supported. Handover decisions may be based on UE and eNB measurements. In
addition, handover decisions may take other inputs, such as neighbour cell load, traffic distribution, transport and
hardware resources and Operator defined policies into account.
CMC is located in the eNB.

16.1.4

Dynamic Resource Allocation (DRA) - Packet Scheduling (PS)

The task of dynamic resource allocation (DRA) or packet scheduling (PS) is to allocate and de-allocate resources
(including buffer and processing resources and resource blocks (i.e. chunks)) to user and control plane packets. DRA
involves several sub-tasks, including the selection of radio bearers whose packets are to be scheduled and managing the
necessary resources (e.g. the power levels or the specific resource blocks used). PS typically takes into account the QoS
requirements associated with the radio bearers, the channel quality information for UEs, buffer status, interference
situation, etc. DRA may also take into account restrictions or preferences on some of the available resource blocks or
resource block sets due to inter-cell interference coordination considerations.
DRA is located in the eNB.

16.1.5

Inter-cell Interference Coordination (ICIC)

Inter-cell interference coordination has the task to manage radio resources such that inter-cell interference is kept under
control. ICIC mechanism includes a frequency domain component and time domain component. ICIC is inherently a
multi-cell RRM function that needs to take into account information (e.g. the resource usage status and traffic load
situation) from multiple cells. The preferred ICIC method may be different in the uplink and downlink.
The frequency domain ICIC manages radio resource, notably the radio resource blocks, such that multiple cells
coordinate use of frequency domain resources.
In TDD, intended UL-DL configuration may be exchanged through backhaul signalling, and frequency domain ICIC
information may be exchanged per subframe set, such that multiple cells may coordinate the usage of frequency domain
resources in the subframe sets.
For the time domain ICIC, subframe utilization across different cells are coordinated in time through backhaul
signalling or OAM configuration of so called Almost Blank Subframe patterns. The Almost Blank Subframes (ABSs) in
an aggressor cell are used to protect resources in subframes in the victim cell receiving strong inter-cell interference.
Almost blank subframes are subframes with reduced transmit power (including no transmission) on some physical
channels and/or reduced activity. The eNB ensures backwards compatibility towards UEs by transmitting necessary
control channels and physical signals as well as System Information. Patterns based on ABSs are signalled to the UE to
restrict the UE measurement to specific subframes, called measurement resource restrictions. There are different
patterns depending on the type of measured cell (serving or neighbour cell) and measurement type (e.g. RRM, RLM).
MBSFN subframes can be used for time domain ICIC when they are also included in ABS patterns. The eNB cannot
configure MBSFN subframes TS 36.211 [4] as ABSs when these MBSFN subframes are used for other usages (e.g.,
MBMS, LCS).
Extending the coverage of a cell by means of connecting a UE to cell that is weaker than the strongest detected cell is
referred to as cell range extension (CRE). With time domain ICIC, a CRE UE may continue to be served by a victim
cell (i.e., the weaker cell) even while under strong interference from aggressor cells (i.e., the stronger cell).
A UE under strong interference from aggressor cells may need to mitigate interference from the aggressor cells on some
physical channels and signals in order to receive data from serving cell or to detect the weak cells or to perform
measurements on the weak cells.
The network may provide SIB1 to the UE in the CRE region by a dedicated RRC signalling to assist UE system
information acquisition.
ICIC is located in the eNB.
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UE configurations for time domain ICIC

For the UE to measure "protected" resources of the serving cell and/or neighbour cells, RRM/RLM/CSI measurement
resource restriction is signalled to the UE. There are three kinds of measurement resource restriction patterns that may
be configured for the UE.
-

Pattern 1: A single RRM/RLM measurement resource restriction for the PCell.

-

Pattern 2: A single RRM measurement resource restriction for indicated list of neighbour cells operating in the
same carrier frequency as the PCell.

-

Pattern 3: Resource restriction for CSI measurement of the PCell. If configured, two subframe subsets are
configured per UE. The UE reports CSI for each configured subframe subset.
For pattern 3, it is up to the network to choose the two subframe subsets but typically the two subframe subsets
are chosen with the expectation that CSI measurements using the two configured subframe subsets are subject to
different levels of interference (e.g., one subframe subset indicates ABSs while the second subframe subset
indicates non-ABSs). For periodic CSI reports, linkage of each CSI report to a configured subset of subframe is
defined in TS 36.331 [16]. For aperiodic CSI reports, the UE reports CSI based on the subframe subset
containing the CSI reference resource.

In RRC_CONNECTED, the RRM/RLM/CSI measurement resource restrictions are configured by dedicated RRC
signalling.
The network may configure the UE with CRS assistance information of the aggressor cells in order to aid the UE to
mitigate the interference from CRS of the aggressor cells.

16.1.5.2
16.1.5.2.1

OAM requirements for time domain ICIC
Configuration for CSG cell

When the time-domain inter-cell interference coordination is used for non-members UE in close proximity of a CSG
cell, OAM configures a CSG cell not to use a time domain resource set (i.e. a set of subframes), so that a non-member
UE in close proximity of the CSG cell can be still served by another cell. OAM also configures a cell neighbour to a
CSG cell with the protected time domain resource set not used by the CSG cell, so that the neighbour cell knows which
time domain resource can be used for a non-member UE in close proximity of the CSG cell.

16.1.5.2.2

Configuration for interfering non-CSG cell

When the time-domain inter-cell interference coordination is used to mitigate interference between two cells using X2
signalling of ABS patterns from an interfering eNB to an interfered eNB, the following OAM requirements are applied.
-

OAM may configure association between eNBs to use the time-domain inter-cell interference coordination.

- For the deployment scenarios where common subset for ABS patterns from multiple interfering cells is desirable,
OAM configuration ensures that a ‘common subset’ exists between the ABS patterns of those interfering cells.
NOTE 1: The possibility of whether the common ABS pattern from multiple eNBs is desirable or not depends on
the deployment cases of the time domain solution of inter-cell interference coordination.
NOTE 2: It is up to eNB implementation how a receiving eNB derives the ‘usable ABS subset’ from the ABS
patterns coming from multiple neighbour eNBs.

16.1.6

Load Balancing (LB)

Load balancing has the task to handle uneven distribution of the traffic load over multiple cells. The purpose of LB is
thus to influence the load distribution in such a manner that radio resources remain highly utilized and the QoS of inprogress sessions are maintained to the extent possible and call dropping probabilities are kept sufficiently small. LB
algorithms may result in hand-over or cell reselection decisions with the purpose of redistribute traffic from highly
loaded cells to underutilized cells.
LB is located in the eNB.
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Inter-RAT Radio Resource Management

Inter-RAT RRM is primarily concerned with the management of radio resources in connection with inter-RAT mobility,
notably inter-RAT handover. At inter-RAT handover, the handover decision may take into account the involved RATs
resource situation as well as UE capabilities and Operator policies. The importance of Inter-RAT RRM may depend on
the specific scenario in which E-UTRAN is deployed. Inter-RAT RRM may also include functionality for inter-RAT
load balancing for idle and connected mode UEs.

16.1.8

Subscriber Profile ID for RAT/Frequency Priority

The RRM strategy in E-UTRAN may be based on user specific information.
The Subscriber Profile ID for RAT/Frequency Priority (SPID) parameter received by the eNB via the S1 interface or the
X2 interface is an index referring to user information (e.g. mobility profile, service usage profile). The information is
UE specific and applies to all its Radio Bearers.
This index is mapped by the eNB to locally defined configuration in order to apply specific RRM strategies (e.g. to
define RRC_IDLE mode priorities and control inter-RAT/inter frequency handover in RRC_CONNECTED mode).

16.1.9

Inter-eNB CoMP

The task of inter-eNB CoMP is to coordinate multiple eNBs in order that the coverage of high data rates and the celledge throughput are improved, and also the system throughput is increased. The coordination of multiple eNBs is
achieved by signalling between eNBs of hypothetical resource allocation information, CoMP hypotheses, associated
with benefit metrics. Each of the signalled CoMP hypotheses is concerned with a cell belonging to either the receiving
eNB, the sending eNB or their neighbour. The benefit metric associated with the CoMP hypotheses quantifies the
benefit assuming that the CoMP hypotheses are applied. The receiving eNB of the CoMP hypotheses and the benefit
metrics may take them into account for RRM.
RSRP measurement reports and CSI reports may be exploited for inter-eNB CoMP. For example, the RSRP
measurement reports and CSI reports can be used to determine and/or validate CoMP hypotheses and benefit metrics.
The enhanced RNTP may be used in inter-eNB CoMP to exchange information between eNBs concerning the adopted
power allocation.
Inter-eNB CoMP is located in the eNB.

16.1.10 Cell on/off and cell discovery
The eNB using cell on/off may adaptively turn the downlink transmission of a cell on and off. A cell whose downlink
transmission is turned off may be configured as a deactivated SCell for a UE. A cell performing on/off may transmit
only periodic discovery signals and UEs may be configured to measure the discovery signals for RRM. Cell on/off may
be performed for the purpose of e.g. inter-cell interference coordination and avoidance, load balancing, and energy
saving, etc. The criteria used for cell on/off may be e.g. traffic load increase/decrease, UE arrival/departure (i.e. UE-cell
association), and packet arrival/completion.
A UE performs RRM measurement and may discover a cell or transmission point of a cell based on discovery signals
when the UE is configured with discovery-signal-based measurements.

16.2

RRM architecture

16.2.1

Centralised Handling of certain RRM Functions

Void.

16.2.2
16.2.2.1

De-Centralised RRM
UE History Information

The source eNB collects and stores the UE History Information for as long as the UE stays in one of its cells.
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When information needs to be discarded because the list is full, such information will be discarded in order of its
position in the list, starting with the oldest cell record. If the list is full, and the UE history information from the UE is
available, the UE history information from the UE should also be discarded.
The resulting information is then used in subsequent handover preparations by means of the Handover Preparation
procedures over the S1 and X2 interfaces, which provide the target eNB with a list of previously visited cells and
associated (per-cell) information elements. The Handover Preparation procedures also trigger the target eNB to start
collection and storage of UE history Information and thus to propagate the collected information.

16.2.3

Void

16.3

UE assistance information for RRM and UE power
optimisations

In order to optimise the user experience and (for instance) to assist the eNB in configuring connected mode parameters
and connection release handling, the UE may be configured to send assistance information to the eNB comprising:
-

UE preference for power optimised configuration (1 bit):
-

When this bit is sent by the UE, the UE shall set this in accordance with its preference for a configuration that
is primarily optimised for power saving (e.g. a long value for the long DRX cycle or RRC connection release)
or not;

-

The details regarding how the UE sets the indicator are left to UE implementation.

The network response to the UE assistance information is left to network implementation. The eNB ensures that an
appropriate QoS level is provided irrespective of received power preference indication.

17

Void

17.1

Void

18

UE capabilities

RRC signalling carries AS capabilities and NAS signalling carries NAS capabilities. The UE capability information is
stored in the MME. In the uplink, except of NB-IoT no capability information is sent early in e.g.
RRCConnectionRequest message. For NB-IoT, early indications for multi-tone support (IOT bit) and multi-carrier
support (IOT bit) are sent in RRCConnectionRequest-NB message. In the downlink, enquiry procedure of the UE
capability is supported.
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Figure 18-1: Initial UE Capability Handling
The MME stores the UE Radio Capability uploaded in the UE CAPABILITY INFO INDICATION message.
The possible RAT-Types are: EUTRAN, UTRAN, GERAN-PS, GERAN-CS, CDMA2000-1XRTT. The GERAN
capability is divided into separate parts. MS Classmark 2 and Classmark 3 are used for CS domain (in both AS and
NAS) and MS Radio Access Capability is used for PS domain. The main part of CDMA2000 capabilities is not handled
by the eNB or the MME, but is exchanged via tunnelling (see 10.3.2). The small part of CDMA2000 capabilities (for
CDMA2000-1XRTT) is needed for the eNB to be able to build messages for the target CDMA2000 RNC (see 10.3.2).
The eNB may acquire the UE capabilities after a Handover completion. The UE capabilities are then uploaded to the
MME.
Usually during handover preparation, the source RAN node transfers both the UE source RAT capabilities and the
target RAT capabilities to the target RAN node, in order to minimize interruptions and to follow the principles in
subclause 10.2.2. The source RAN is not mandated to acquire other RAT capabilities (i.e. other than the source and
target RAT capabilities) in order to start a handover preparation. This is described in subclause 19.2.2.5.6. However,
there are exceptions to this principle:
-

For handover from GERAN to EUTRAN, due to limitations in GERAN radio interface signalling, source RAT
(GERAN) never provides the EUTRA capabilities to the target RAN node.

-

At handover from UTRAN to EUTRAN, it is optional to forward the UTRAN capabilities to the target RAN.

The UTRAN capabilities, i.e. the INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO, include START-CS, START-PS and "predefined
configurations", which are "dynamic" IEs. In order to avoid the START values desynchronisation and the key replaying
issue, the eNB always enquiry the UE UTRAN capabilities at transition from RRC_IDLE to RRC_CONNECTED and
before Handover to UTRAN. The eNB does not upload the UE UTRAN capabilities to the MME.
Due to limitations in radio interface signalling, transfer of EUTRA capabilities is not supported in GERAN.
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For a NB-IoT UE that supports User Plane CIoT EPS optimizations, as defined in TS 24.301 [20], the procedure in
Figure 18-1 is applicable except that RAT-Types and handover are not supported.
For a UE that supports Control Plane CIoT EPS optimizations, as defined in TS 24.301 [20], the MME may initiate
Connection Establishment Indication procedure to provide UE Radio Capability to the eNB after receiving INITIAL UE
MESSAGE message. If the UE Radio Capability is not included in the procedure, this may trigger the eNB to request
the UE Radio Capability from the UE and to provide it to the MME in the UE CAPABILITY INFO INDICATION
message. The detailed procedure is defined in TS 36.413 [25].

19

S1 Interface

19.1

S1 User plane

The S1 user plane interface (S1-U) is defined between the eNB and the S-GW. The S1-U interface provides non
guaranteed delivery of user plane PDUs between the eNB and the S-GW. The user plane protocol stack on the S1
interface is shown in Figure 19.1-1. The transport network layer is built on IP transport and GTP-U is used on top of
UDP/IP to carry the user plane PDUs between the eNB and the S-GW.

User plane PDUs

GTP-U
UDP
IP
Data link layer
Physical layer
Figure 19.1-1: S1 Interface User Plane (eNB - S-GW)

19.2

S1 Control Plane

The S1 control plane interface (S1-MME) is defined between the eNB and the MME. The control plane protocol stack
of the S1 interface is shown on Figure 19.2-1. The transport network layer is built on IP transport, similarly to the user
plane but for the reliable transport of signalling messages SCTP is added on top of IP. The application layer signalling
protocol is referred to as S1-AP (S1 Application Protocol).
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S1-AP

SCTP
IP
Data link layer
Physical layer
Figure 19.2-1: S1 Interface Control Plane (eNB-MME)
The SCTP layer provides the guaranteed delivery of application layer messages.
In the transport IP layer point-to-point transmission is used to deliver the signalling PDUs.
A single SCTP association per S1-MME interface instance shall be used with one pair of stream identifiers for S1MME common procedures. Only a few pairs of stream identifiers should be used for S1-MME dedicated procedures.
MME communication context identifiers that are assigned by the MME for S1-MME dedicated procedures and eNB
communication context identifiers that are assigned by the eNB for S1-MME dedicated procedures shall be used to
distinguish UE specific S1-MME signalling transport bearers. The communication context identifiers are conveyed in
the respective S1-AP messages.
If the S1 signalling transport layer notifies the S1AP layer that the signalling connection broke:
-

-

the MME
-

either locally changes the state of the UEs which used this signalling connection to the ECM-IDLE state as
described in TS 23.401 [17] and removes suspended UE Context data for UEs in ECM-IDLE which have
used the S1 signalling connection before it was broken; or

-

keep those UEs in ECM_CONNECTED and keep the suspended UE Context data for UEs in ECM-IDLE
which have used the S1 signalling connection before it was broken;

the eNB
-

either releases the RRC connection with those UEs and removes suspended UE Context data for UEs in
RRC_IDLE which have used the S1 signalling connection before it was broken; or

-

keep those UEs in RRC_CONNECTED and keep the suspended UE Context data for UEs in ECM-IDLE
which have used the S1 signalling connection before it was broken.

If the S1 signalling transport layer notifies the S1AP layer that the signalling connection is operational again and the
eNB and the MME have decided to keep UEs in ECM-CONNECTED and RRC_CONNECTED respectively and keep
the suspended UE Context data for UEs in ECM-IDLE while the signalling connection was broken, handling of the UErelated contexts and related signalling connections during the S1 Setup procedure that attempts to re-establish the
broken signalling connection is described in section 19.2.2.8.
RNs terminate S1-AP. In this case, there is one S1 interface relation between the RN and the DeNB, and one S1
interface relation between the DeNB and each of the MMEs in the MME pool. The S1 interface relation between the
RN and the DeNB carries non-UE-associated S1-AP signalling between RN and DeNB and UE-associated S1-AP
signalling for UEs connected to the RN. The S1 interface relation between the DeNB and an MME carries non-UEassociated S1-AP signalling between DeNB and MME and UE-associated S1-AP signalling for UEs connected to the
RN and for UEs connected to the DeNB.

19.2.1

S1 Interface Functions

The S1 interface provides the following functions:
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E-RAB Service Management function:
-

-

179

Setup, Modify, Release.

Mobility Functions for UEs in ECM-CONNECTED:
-

Intra-LTE Handover;

-

Inter-3GPP-RAT Handover.

-

S1 Paging function:

-

NAS Signalling Transport function;

-

LPPa Signalling Transport function;

-

S1-interface management functions:
-

Error indication;

-

Reset.

-

Network Sharing Function;

-

Roaming and Access Restriction Support function;

-

NAS Node Selection Function;

-

Initial Context Setup Function;

-

UE Context Modification Function;

-

UE Context Resume Function;

-

MME Load balancing Function;

-

Location Reporting Function;

-

PWS (which includes ETWS and CMAS) Message Transmission Function;

-

Overload function;

-

RAN Information Management Function;

-

Configuration Transfer Function;

-

S1 CDMA2000 Tunnelling function;

-

Trace function;

-

UE Radio Capability Match.

19.2.1.1

S1 Paging function

The paging function supports the sending of paging requests to all cells of the TA(s) the UE is registered.
Paging requests are sent to the relevant eNBs according to the mobility information kept in the UE’s MM context in the
serving MME.

19.2.1.2

S1 UE Context Management function

In order to support UEs in ECM-CONNECTED, UE contexts need to be managed, i.e. established and released in the
eNodeB and in the EPC to support user individual signalling on S1.
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Initial Context Setup Function

The Initial Context Setup function supports the establishment of the necessary overall initial UE Context including ERAB context, Security context, roaming and access restrictions, UE capability information, Subscriber Profile ID for
RAT/Frequency Priority, UE S1 signalling connection ID, etc. in the eNB to enable fast Idle-to-Active transition.
In addition to the setup of overall initial UE Contexts, Initial Context Setup function also supports the piggy-backing of
the corresponding NAS messages. Initial Context Setup is initiated by the MME.

19.2.1.3a

UE Context Modification Function

The UE Context Modification function supports the modification of UE Context in eNB for UEs in active state.

19.2.1.3b

UE Context Resume Function

The UE Context Resume function supports the suspension and resumption of an established UE Context and allows
keeping the UE Context in eNB for UEs that were sent to RRC_IDLE and may resume the RRC connection without the
necessity to re-establish the UE Context in the eNB.

19.2.1.4
19.2.1.4.1

Mobility Functions for UEs in ECM-CONNECTED
Intra-LTE Handover

The Intra-LTE-Handover function supports mobility for UEs in ECM-CONNECTED and comprises the preparation,
execution and completion of handover via the X2 and S1 interfaces.

19.2.1.4.2

Inter-3GPP-RAT Handover

The Inter-3GPP-RAT Handover function supports mobility to and from other 3GPP-RATs for UEs in ECMCONNECTED and comprises the preparation, execution and completion of handover via the S1 interface.

19.2.1.5

E-RAB Service Management function

The E-RAB Service management function is responsible for establishing, modifying and releasing E-UTRAN resources
for user data transport once a UE context is available in the eNB. The establishment and modification of E-UTRAN
resources is triggered by the MME and requires respective QoS information to be provided to the eNB. The release of
E-UTRAN resources is triggered by the MME either directly or following a request received from the eNB (optional).
For DC when SCG bearer option is applied, the modification of the E-RAB is triggered by the MeNB towards the MME
for the modification of the transport information.

19.2.1.6

NAS Signalling Transport function

The NAS Signalling Transport function provides means to transport or reroute a NAS message (e.g. for NAS mobility
management) for a specific UE on the S1 interface.

19.2.1.7

NAS Node Selection Function (NNSF)

The interconnection of eNBs or HeNB GW, if deployed, to multiple MME/Serving S-GWs is supported in the EUTRAN/EPC architecture. Therefore a NAS node selection function is located in the eNB or the HeNB GW, if
deployed, to determine the MME association of the UE, based on the UE’s temporary identifier, which was assigned to
the UE by the CN node (e.g. MME or SGSN).
NOTE:

In case the UE’s temporary identifier is assigned by the SGSN, respective mapping rules are defined in
TS 23.003 [26].

Depending on the actual scenario the NNSF determines the UE’s MME association either based its S-TMSI (e.g. at
service request) or based on its GUMMEI and selected PLMN (e.g. at attach or tracking area update in non-registered
TA).
The NNSF in the eNB or HeNB GW, if deployed, may differentiate between a GUMMEI mapped from P-TMSI/RAI
and a native GUMMEI as described in TS 23.401 [17].
This functionality is located in the eNB or in the HeNB GW, if deployed, and enables proper routing via the S1
interface. On S1, no specific procedure corresponds to the NAS Node Selection Function.
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S1-interface management functions

The S1-interface management functions provide
-

means to ensure a defined start of S1-interface operation (reset);

-

means to handle different versions of application part implementations and protocol errors (error indication).

19.2.1.9

MME Load balancing Function

MME Load balancing is the function which achieves load-balanced MMEs with respect to their processing capacity
within a pool area during system operation. The means to load-balance MMEs is to distribute UEs newly entering the
pool to different MMEs in the MME pool. In addition the MME load balancing function is able to achieve equally
loaded MMEs within a pool area after the introduction of a new MME and after the removal of a MME from the
network.
The support of the MME load balancing function is achieved by indicating the relative MME capacity in the S1 Setup
procedure to all eNBs served by the MMEs of the pool area per MME. In order to support the introduction and/or
removal of MMEs the MME initiated S1 setup update procedure may be used by the operator indicating relative MME
capacity value changes. When there are more than one MME operational in the pool, the indicated relative MME
capacity steers the UE assignment for UEs newly entering the MME pool. When there is only one MME operational in
the pool, UEs may be assigned to this MME.
The MME Load balancing Function is described in detail in TS 23.401 [17].
When DCN are used, the MME Load Balancing function is only performed between MMEs that belong to the same
DCN. The MME Load Balancing for DCN is described in TS 23.401 [17].

19.2.1.10

Location Reporting Function

The Location Reporting function supports the MME requests to the eNB to report the location information of the UE.

19.2.1.11

Warning Message Transmission function

The warning message transmission function provides means to transfer warning message via S1 interface.

19.2.1.12

Overload Function

The overload function comprises the signalling means:
-

to indicate to a proportion of eNBs that the serving MME is overloaded;

-

to indicate to the eNBs that the serving MME is back in the "normal operation mode".

19.2.1.13

RAN Information Management Function

The RAN Information Management (RIM) function is a generic mechanism that allows the request and transfer of
information (e.g. GERAN System information) between two RAN nodes via the core network.

19.2.1.14

S1 CDMA2000 Tunnelling function

The S1 CDMA2000 Tunnelling function transports CDMA2000 signalling between UE and CDMA2000 RAT over the
S1 Interface for mobility from E-UTRAN to CDMA2000 HRPD and CDMA2000 1xRTT and for circuit switched
fallback to CDMA2000 1xRTT.

19.2.1.15

Configuration Transfer Function

The Configuration Transfer function is a generic mechanism that allows the request and transfer of RAN configuration
information (e.g. SON information) between two RAN nodes via the core network.

19.2.1.16

LPPa Signalling Transport function

The LPPa Signalling Transport function provides means to transport an LPPa message on the S1 interface.
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Trace Function

The Trace function provides means to control trace sessions in the eNB. The Trace function also provides means to
control MDT sessions as described in TS 32.422 [30] and TS 37.320 [43].

19.2.1.18

UE Radio Capability Match

The UE Radio Capability Match function enables the eNB to provide an indication to the MME whether the UE radio
capabilities are compatible with the network configuration for voice continuity.

19.2.2

S1 Interface Signalling Procedures

The elementary procedures supported by the S1AP protocol are listed in Table 1 and Table 2 of TS 36.413 [25].

19.2.2.1

Paging procedure
eNB

MME

[S1AP] PAGING
Paging Response (NAS means)

Figure 19.2.2.1-1: Paging procedure
The MME initiates the paging procedure by sending the PAGING message to each eNB with cells belonging to the
tracking area(s) in which the UE is registered. Each eNB can contain cells belonging to different tracking areas, whereas
each cell can only belong to one TA.
The paging response back to the MME is initiated on NAS layer and is sent by the eNB based on NAS-level routing
information.

19.2.2.2

S1 UE Context Release procedure

The S1 UE Context Release procedure causes the eNB to remove all UE individual signalling resources and the related
user data transport resources. This procedure is initiated by the EPC and may be triggered on request of the serving eNB.

19.2.2.2.1

S1 UE Context Release (EPC triggered)
eNB

EPC

[S1AP] S1 UE Context Release Command
[S1AP] S1 UE Context Release Complete

Figure 19.2.2.2.1-1: S1 UE Context Release procedure (EPC triggered)
-

The EPC initiates the UE Context Release procedure by sending the S1 UE Context Release Command towards
the E-UTRAN. The eNodeB releases all related signalling and user data transport resources.

-

The eNB confirms the S1 UE Context Release activity with the S1 UE Context Release Complete message. The
behaviour of the eNodeB in case of Control Plane CIoT EPS Optimization is specified in TS 23.401 [11].
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In the course of this procedure the EPC releases all related resources as well, except context resources in the
EPC for mobility management and the default EPS Bearer/E-RAB configuration.

19.2.2.2.2

S1 UE Context Release Request (eNB triggered)

The S1 UE Context Release Request procedure is initiated for E-UTRAN internal reasons and comprises the following
steps:
-

The eNB sends the S1 UE Context Release Request message to the EPC.

-

The EPC triggers the EPC initiated UE context release procedure.

eNB

EPC

[S1AP] S1 UE Context Release Request
[S1AP] S1 UE Context Release Command
[S1AP] EPC initiated
[S1AP] S1 UE Context Release Complete

Figure 19.2.2.2.2-1: S1 UE Context Release Request procedure (eNB triggered)
and subsequent S1 UE Context Release procedure (EPC triggered)
If the E-UTRAN internal reason is a radio link failure detected in the eNB, the eNB shall wait a sufficient time before
triggering the S1 UE Context Release Request procedure in order to allow the UE to perform the NAS recovery
procedure, see TS 23.401 [17].

19.2.2.3

Initial Context Setup procedure

The Initial Context Setup procedure establishes the necessary overall initial UE context in the eNB in case of an Idle-to
Active transition. The Initial Context Setup procedure is initiated by the MME.
The Initial Context Setup procedure comprises the following steps:
-

The MME initiates the Initial Context Setup procedure by sending INITIAL CONTEXT SETUP REQUEST to
the eNB. This message may include general UE Context (e.g. security context, roaming and access restrictions,
UE capability information, UE S1 signalling connection ID, CN assistance information, etc.), E-RAB context
(Serving GW TEID, QoS information, Correlation id i.e. collocated L-GW TEID or GRE key in case of LIPA
support or in case of SIPTO@LN with collocated L-GW support), and may be piggy-backed with the
corresponding NAS messages. When there are multiple NAS messages in the INITIAL CONTEXT SETUP
REQUEST message, the MME shall ensure that the NAS messages in the E-RAB to be Setup List are aligned in
the order of reception from the NAS layer to ensure the in-sequence delivery of the NAS messages.

-

Upon receipt of INITIAL CONTEXT SETUP REQUEST, the eNB setup the context of the associated UE, and
perform the necessary RRC signalling towards the UE, e.g. Radio Bearer Setup procedure. When there are
multiple NAS messages to be sent in the RRC message, the order of the NAS messages in the RRC message
shall be kept the same as that in the INITIAL CONTEXT SETUP REQUEST message. If present, the eNB uses
the CN assistance information as defined in TS 23.401[17] and propagates it during inter-eNB mobility.

-

The eNB responds with INITIAL CONTEXT SETUP RESPONSE to inform a successful operation, and with
INITIAL CONTEXT SETUP FAILURE to inform an unsuccessful operation.

NOTE:

In case of failure, eNB and MME behaviours are not mandated. Both implicit release (local release at
each node) and explicit release (MME-initiated UE Context Release procedure) may in principle be
adopted. The eNB should ensure that no hanging resources remain at the eNB.
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Figure 19.2.2.3-1: Initial Context Setup procedure (highlighted in blue) in Idle-to-Active procedure

19.2.2.3a

UE Context Modification procedure

The UE Context Modification procedure enables the MME to modify the UE context in the eNB for UEs in active state.
The UE Context Modification procedure is initiated by the MME.
The UE Context Modification procedure comprises the following steps:
-

The MME initiates the UE Context Modification procedure by sending UE CONTEXT MODIFICATION
REQUEST to the eNB to modify the UE context in the eNB for UEs in active state.

-

The eNB responds with UE CONTEXT MODIFICATION RESPONSE in case of a successful operation

-

-

If the UE is served by a CSG cell, and is no longer a member of the CSG cell, the eNB may initiate a
handover to another cell. If the UE is not handed over, the eNB should request the release of UE context;

-

If the UE is served by a hybrid cell, and is no longer a CSG member of the hybrid cell, the eNB may provide
the QoS for the UE as a non CSG member.

The eNB responds with UE CONTEXT MODIFICATION FAILURE in case of an unsuccessful operation.
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eNB

MME

S1-AP: UE CONTEXT MODIFICATION REQUEST
S1-AP: UE CONTEXT MODIFICATION RESPONSE

S1-AP: UE CONTEXT MODIFICATION FAILURE

Figure 19.2.2.3a-1: UE Context Modification procedure

19.2.2.4
19.2.2.4.1

E-RAB signalling procedures
E-RAB Setup procedure

Figure 19.2.2.4.1-1: E-RAB Setup procedure
The E-RAB Setup procedure is initiated by the MME to support:
-

Assignment of resources to a dedicated E-RAB.

-

Assignment of resources for a default E-RAB.

-

Setup of S1 Bearer (on S1) and Data Radio Bearer (on Uu).

The E-RAB Setup procedure comprises the following steps:
-

The E-RAB SETUP REQUEST message is sent by the MME to the eNB to setup resources on S1 and Uu for
one or several E-RAB(s). The E-RAB SETUP REQUEST message contains the Serving GW TEID, QoS
indicator(s) and the corresponding NAS message per E-RAB within the E-RAB To Be Setup List. It may also
include the Correlation id i.e. collocated L-GW TEID or GRE key in case of LIPA support or in case of
SIPTO@LN with collocated L-GW support. When there are multiple NAS messages in the E-RAB SETUP
REQUEST message, the MME shall ensure that the NAS messages in the E-RAB to be Setup List are aligned in
the order of reception from the NAS layer to ensure the in-sequence delivery of the NAS messages.

-

Upon receipt of the E-RAB SETUP REQUEST message the eNB establishes the Data Radio Bearer(s) (RRC:
Radio Bearer Setup) and resources for S1 Bearers. When there are multiple NAS messages to be sent in the RRC
message, the order of the NAS messages in the RRC message shall be kept the same as that in the E-RAB
SETUP REQUEST message.
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The eNB responds with a E-RAB SETUP RESPONSE messages to inform whether the setup of resources and
establishment of each E-RAB was successful or unsuccessful, with the E-RAB Setup list (E-RAB ID, eNB
TEID) and the E-RAB Failed to Setup list (E-RAB ID, Cause) The eNB also creates the binding between the S1
bearer(s) (DL/UL TEID) and the Data Radio Bearer(s).

Interactions with UE Context Release Request procedure:
In case of no response from the UE the eNB shall trigger the S1 UE Context Release Request procedure.

19.2.2.4.2

E-RAB Modification procedure

Figure 19.2.2.4.2-1: E-RAB Modification procedure

The E-RAB Modification procedure is initiated by the MME to support the modification of already established E-RAB
configurations:
-

Modify of S1 Bearer (on S1) and Radio Bearer (on Uu).

-

S-GW relocation without UE mobility.

The EPS Bearer Modification procedure comprises the following steps:
-

The E-RAB MODIFY REQUEST message is sent by the MME to the eNB to modify one or several E-RAB(s).
The E-RAB MODIFY REQUEST message contains the QoS indicator(s), and the corresponding NAS message
per E-RAB in the E-RAB To Be Modified List. When there are multiple NAS messages in the E-RAB MODIFY
REQUEST message, the MME shall ensure that the NAS messages in the E-RAB to be Modified List are
aligned in the order of reception from the NAS layer to ensure the in-sequence delivery of the NAS messages.
The transport information for the new S-GW may be included in case of S-GW relocation without UE mobility.

-

Upon receipt of the E-RAB MODIFY REQUEST message the eNB modifies the Data Radio Bearer
configuration (RRC procedure to modify the Data Radio bearer). When there are multiple NAS messages to be
sent in the RRC message, the order of the NAS messages in the RRC message shall be kept the same as that in
the E-RAB MODIFY REQUEST message. In case of S-GW relocation without UE mobility, if transport
information for the new S-GW is included, the eNB ignores the included QoS indicator and NAS message and
uses the included transport information for S-GW selection.

-

The eNB responds with an E-RAB MODIFY RESPONSE message to inform whether the E-RAB modification
has succeeded or not indicating with the E-RAB Modify list and E-RAB Failed to Modify list. With E-RAB
ID(s) in the E-RAB Modify List or E-RAB Failed to Modify List the eNB identifies the E-RAB(s) successfully
modified or failed to modify.

Interactions with UE Context Release Request procedure:
In case of no response from the UE the eNB shall trigger the S1 UE Context Release Request procedure.
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E-RAB Release procedure

Figure 19.2.2.4.3-1: E-RAB Release procedure
The E-RAB Release procedure is initiated by the MME to release resources for the indicated E-RABs.
The E-RAB Release procedure comprises the following steps:
-

The E-RAB RELEASE COMMAND message is sent by the MME to the eNB to release resources on S1 and Uu
for one or several E-RAB(s). With the E-RAB ID(s) in the E-RAB To Be Released List contained in E-RAB
RELEASE COMMAND message the MME identifies, the E-RAB(s) to be released.

-

Upon receipt of the E-RAB RELEASE COMMAND message the eNB releases the Data Radio Bearers (RRC:
Radio bearer release) and S1 Bearers.

-

The eNB responds with an E-RAB RELEASE COMPLETE message containing E-RAB Release list and E-RAB
Failed to Release list. With the E-RAB IDs in the E-RAB Release List/E-RAB Failed to Release List the eNB
identifies the E-RAB(s) successfully released or failed to release.

Interactions with UE Context Release Request procedure:
In case of no response or negative response from the UE or in case the eNB cannot successfully perform the release of
any of the requested bearers, the eNB shall trigger the S1 UE Context Release Request procedure, except if the eNB has
already initiated the procedures associated with X2 Handover.

19.2.2.4.4

E-RAB Release Indication procedure

Figure 19.2.2.4.4-1: E-RAB Release Indication procedure
The E-RAB Release Indication procedure enables the E-UTRAN to send information about released resources for one
or several E-RABs to the MME. The eNB initiates the procedure by sending the E-RAB RELEASE INDICATION
message to the MME. The E-RAB ID(s) in the E-RAB Released List identifies the released E-RAB(s) in the eNB.
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19.2.2.4.5 E-RAB Modification Indication procedure

Figure 19.2.2.4.5-1: E-RAB Modification Indication procedure
The E-RAB Modification Indication procedure is initiated by the eNB to support the modification of already established
E-RAB configurations and CSG membership verification. The current version of the specification supports the
modification of the transport information and CSG membership verification. This procedure is used for DC if the SCG
bearer option is applied.
If the EPC is able to apply the requested modification, the MME responds with the E-RAB MODIFICATION
CONFIRM.
If the EPC is not able to modify a transport path as requested, the MME responds with the list of E-RABs failed in the
E-RAB MODIFICATION CONFIRM, the MeNB either keeps the previous transport path unchanged and, if applicable,
triggers to release the corresponding SCG bearers, or tears down the corresponding E-RABs.

19.2.2.5

Handover signalling procedures

Handover signalling procedures support both, inter-eNB handover and inter-RAT handover.
Inter-RAT handovers shall be initiated via the S1 interface.
Inter-eNB handovers shall be initiated via the X2 interface except if any of the following conditions are true:
-

the source eNB is not an RN and there is no X2 between source and target eNB.

-

the source eNB is an RN and there is no X2 between DeNB and the target eNB or between the source RN and
the DeNB.

-

the source eNB is an RN and the UE’s serving MME is not included in the MME Pool(s) connected with the
target eNB.

-

the source eNB has been configured to initiate handover to the particular target eNB via S1 interface in order to
enable the change of an EPC node (MME and/or Serving GW).

-

the source eNB has attempted to start the inter-eNB HO via X2 but receives a negative reply from the target eNB
with a specific cause value.

Inter-eNB handovers shall be initiated via the S1 interface, if one of the above conditions applies.

19.2.2.5.1

Handover Preparation procedure

The Handover preparation procedure is initiated by the source eNB if it determines the necessity to initiate the handover
via the S1 interface.
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